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Savings to 66% on Nonconforming and Discontinued Classic

Kobenstyle Cookware, Teakwood Salad Bowls, Ice

Buckets & Boards, Glassware, Candles & Holders, and

Stainless Steel. Beautiful items at

Beautiful prices.

Open 7 days a week!

Mohawk St, Cohoes, N.Y
Next to Cohoes Mfg. Co.
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s Fine Art:

Our historic mansion incorporates 12 magnificent rooms of 19th C.
American & European paintings, and 20th C. fine art bv important artists.
• We do museum-quality framing and restoration.

HOURS: FRI,SAT, SUN,MON: 9 AM - 6 PM
DIRECTIONS: Mass. Pike to Exit 4. South on Rte. 1-91 to Broad Street
Exit; left to Main Street. Then, left - 5 blocks to Central Street, right 2
blocks to a right on Maple Street.

SUMMER EXHIBITIONS OF COMTEMPORARY ART:
American Realism by Adolf Sehring; N.E. Sculptors — a group show;
Leonard Baskin; Surrealism from Dali to Matta; Master Graphics by
MIRO, CALDER, CHAGALL, PICASSO, etc; Paintings of Maine life by
the Duncans; Graphics by American Regionalists; Much More.

Antiques and 19th C. Paintings • Admission is Free



We'e at Technics are delighted

and honored to lend our sup-

port to the Boston Symphony
Orchestra's tour of the

European music Festivals.

As a company which sells its

high fidelity products in some
120 different countries, our

basic business philosophy is

the promotion of world

culture.

We believe that music is the

medium which can unite the

countries and people all over

the world and help promote
peace. Music is the universal

language.

We are confident that, under

the baton of Mr. Seiji Ozawa,
your brilliant music director,

the Boston Symphony will

help us realize our aim.

vn

Mike M. Nakai

Director, Member of the Board

Technics Audio Group
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. Ltd.
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THE EXPANSION OF THE

SHED ATTANOLEWOOP
Commemorative Gift Opportunities

One of the most important aspects of the Boston Symphony's
lOOth anniversary fund raising drive is the expansion of the

backstage area of the Tanglewood Shed. Although the interior

of the Shed is recognized as a model hall for outdoor
orchestral performances, current artistic and administrative

functions require an increase in space backstage.

The current backstage area is inadequate to handle the size of the

Orchestra. There is no space backstage for the Tanglewood Festival Chorus
or for the studying and cataloging of the growing collection of music scores.

There aren't enough offices for the increased administrative staff which the

BSO, as the world's largest orchestral operation, needs in order to run

efficiently. There aren't enough dressing rooms to accommodate more than
two guest soloists at a time.

These space problems weren't anticipated in 1938 when the Shed was
constructed by the noted architects Eero Saarinen and Joseph Franz. Built

just two years after the Boston Symphony's first concert in-the Berkshires, the

Shed was hailed as a major breakthrough in outdoor concert hall design.

In 1936, Serge Koussevitzky with the encouragement and backing of local

residents and summer visitors determined that the Boston Symphony would
find its summer home in the Berkshires. Beginning that summer, and for the first

two years, concerts were played under a tent at "Holmwood", the former

Vanderbilt estate which late became the Foxhollow School.

In the summer of 1937 the tent proved to be inadequte during a severe

thunderstorm which drowned out the music and drenched the audience and
members of the Orchestra. That night it was decided that a permanent

structure was essential and a substantial portion of the money needed for

building the Shed was pledged by the wet concertgoers.

Now, some forty years later, the Shed is not in danger of being washed away
during a storm, but the quality of the Boston Symphony performances will

ultimately suffer if the space problems backstage aren't resolved. This is why
the planned improvements are an essential part of the Orchestra's capital

fund drive commemorating the BSO's lOOth anniversary in October of 1981.

An initial $100,000 donation from the Mellon fund was received in 1971 for

this project.



TUNING ROOM

players loungs

SOLOISTS ROOM
(DONATED)

SOLOISTS ROOM
OFFICE OF THE GENERAL MANAGER

HE PERSONNEL MANAGER
1

TANGLEWOOD SHED EXTENSION

1. GREEN ROOM: A public reception room for $100,000.
conductor and soloist.

2. CONDUCTOR'S ROOM: A private dressing $75,000.
room for conductor.

3. TUNING ROOM: A space for orchestra $50000
members to tune their instruments and
prepare for the concert,

4. LIBRARY: For storage and study of scores. $75,000.

5. PLAYERS LOUNGES : Dressing and preparation $15,000 ea.

rooms for men and women members of the
orchestra.

6. ANNOUNCER'S BOOTH: $10,Gs$0

7. RADIO CONTROL ROOM : SlO.QfSO.

8. CONFERENCE ROOM: A general meeting $50,000
space for management and orchestra
members. (No space exists at Tanglewood for

this purpose at the present time.)

9 CHORUS ROOM : A warming-up room for the $75,000.
Chorus.

IP. OFFICE OF THE GENERAL MANAGER $15,000

1 1. OFFICE OF THE PERSONNEL MANAGER $10000.

12 2 ASSISTANT MANAGERS OFFICES $10,000 ea

13. 8 SOLOIST ROOMS: Private dressing rooms for $5,000 ea
Soloists One has already been donated

The orchestra has

created a unique

commemorative gift

program for the

Shed expansion in

which donors may
have special rooms

within the Shed

named. Besides the

list of available

rooms, please note

that seats within the

Shed may be named,

too, for a donation

of $2500 per seat.

PLEASE CONTACT MR. JOSEPH HOBBS,
DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT. BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA,

TANGLEWOOD, LENOX, MASS., 01240 TEL. (413) 637-1600



TANGLEWOOD

In August 1934, a group of music-loving summer residents of the

Berkshires organized a series of three outdoor concerts at Interlaken, to

be given by members of the New York Philharmonic under the direction

of Henry Hadley. The venture was so successful that the promoters

incorporated the Berkshire Symphonic Festival and repeated the experi-

ment during the next summer.

The Festival Committee then invited Serge Koussevitzky and the Boston

Symphony Orchestra to take part in the following year's concerts. The
Orchestra's Trustees accepted, and on 13 August 1936 the Boston

Symphony gave its first concerts in the Berkshires (at Holmwood, a

former Vanderbilt estate, later the Center at Foxhollow). The series, again

consisting of three concerts, was given under a large tent, and a total of

nearly 15,000 people attended.

In the winter of 1936, Mrs. Gorham Brooks and Miss Mary Aspinwall

Tappan offered Tanglewood, the Tappan family estate, with its buildings

and 210 acres of lawns and meadows, as a gift to Koussevitzky and the

Orchestra. The offer was gratefully accepted, and on 5 August 1937 the

Festival's largest crowd so far assembled under a tent for the first

Tanglewood concert, an all-Beethoven program.

At the all-Wagner concert which opened the 1937 Festival's second

weekend, rain and thunder twice interrupted the performance of the Rienzi

Overture and necessitated the omission altogether of the Siegfried Idyll,

music too delicate to be heard through the downpour. At the intermission,

Miss Gertrude Robinson Smith, one of the Festival's founders, made a

fund-raising appeal for the building of a permanent structure. The appeal

was broadened by means of a printed circular handed out at the two
remaining concerts, and within a short time enough money had been raised

to begin active planning for a "music pavilion."

Plans for the Shed were drawn up by the eminent architect Eliel

Saarinen, and, as modified by Josef Franz of Stockbridge, who also



directed construction, it was completed on 16 June 1938, a month ahead of

schedule. Seven weeks later, Serge Koussevitzky led the inaugural concert,

which featured a performance of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony. By 1941,

the Theatre-Concert Hall, the Chamber Music Hall, and several small

studios— all part of the Berkshire Music Center, which had begun

operations the preceding year— were finished, and the Festival had so

expanded its activities and its reputation for excellence that it attracted

nearly 100,000 visitors.

Today Tanglewood annually draws close to a quarter of a million

visitors; in addition to the twenty-four regular concerts of the Boston

Symphony, there are weekly chamber music concerts, "Prelude" concerts,

and open rehearsals, the annual Festival of Contemporary Music, and

almost daily concerts by the gifted young musicians of the Berkshire

Music Center. Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops perform each summer,
and the Festival also includes a series of concerts by popular artists. The
season offers not only a vast quantity of music but also a vast range of

musical forms and styles, all of it presented with a regard for artistic

excellence that makes the Festival unique. Tanglewood and the Berkshire

Music Center, projects with which Koussevitzky was involved until his

death, have become a fitting shrine to his memory, a living embodiment

of the vital, humanistic tradition that was his legacy.

Vacation

with the arts...

The White Mountains Center for the Arts.

A beautiful country resort village on the

grounds of historic Waumbek Inn.

Swimming, 18-hole PGA champion-
ship golf course. Panoramic
views of the highest peaks

V in the Northeast.
.- s

~> A summer-long festival of

» the arts includes symphony,'
chamber music, jazz/folk/blues,

country, ballet, painting,

and sculpture'

Also, workshops
V^ in dance, visual

V arts, choral,

instrumental and
chamber music.

Linger in Peter Christian's Festival Cafe—
a friendly, colorful restaurant purveying

food and cheer unparalleled in

the White Mountains.

For a schedule of events, hotel rate card,

and more information, write to:

TheWHITE
MOUNTAINS
CENTEF^fo. .hearts

Box 145 • Jefferson, N.H. 03583
603-586-4322

Fine and
Functional

Art

gallery

Porcelain Vase

by Stephen F. Fabrico M

Lightworks Gallery....

Houses the work of thirty-five of

America's finest artist-craftsmen,

displayed artistically in a contem-
porary gallery setting.

Jewelry • Pottery • Blown Glass

Painting * Sculpture • Weaving....

Summer Hours: 10:00 - 6:00 daily

Elm Street, Stockbridge • 298-3044
Next to P.O., behind Lee Savings Bank
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FESTIVAL INFORMATION

Latecomers will be seated only at the first convenient pause in the

program. Persons who need urgently to leave before the concert is over are

earnestly asked to do so between works, and not during the performance.

Open rehearsals by the Boston Symphony Orchestra are held each

Saturday morning at 10:30. Admission charge is $3.50, and the proceeds

benefit the Orchestra's Pension Fund.

Ticket information for all Berkshire Festival events may be obtained at the

desks at the Main Gate and at the Lion Gate or by calling 413-637-1940.

Box office hours are from 10 a.m. until intermission on concert days,

otherwise 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

The Lost and Found Office is in the Superintendent's house near the Main
Gate. Visitors who find stray property are asked to hand it to any

Tanglewood official.

Refreshments can be obtained in the area west of the Main Gate and at

other locations on the grounds. Catering is by William Manewich. Visitors

are invited to picnic before concerts.

T-shirts, posters, beach towels, photographs, kites, and other souvenirs are

on sale in the Glass House next to the Main Gate. Glass House hours are

from 10 to 6 Monday through Wednesday and from 10 until one hour after

the end of the concert Thursday through Sunday. Proceeds help sustain the

Boston Symphony concerts at Tanglewood as well as the Berkshire

Music Center.

The Tanglewood Music Store, managed by Van Curler Music Company,
Albany, N.Y. is- near the Main Gate and remains open for half an hour after

the conclusion of each concert in the Shed.

Limited parking facilities are available for invalids and the physically

handicapped. Please ask the parking attendants.

The First Aid station is near the Main Gate.

For rest rooms and pay phones, please see the map on the opposite page.

Physicians expecting calls are asked to leave their names and seat numbers
with the guide at the Main Gate.

No smoking, drinking, or eating in the Tanglewood Shed, please. Your
cooperation is appreciated.

The use of recording equipment at Tanglewood isrforbidden at all times.

Cameras: You are of course welcome to bring cameras to Tanglewood, but we
must ask you to take no pictures during the music because the click of

shutters, the winding of film, and the flash annoy your neighbors and dis-

tract the musicians. We thank you for your'understanding and your courtesy.

BSO courtesy car provided by Hellawell Cadillac-Oldsmobile, Inc., Pittsfield.



BSO
Boston Symphony Tour of European Music Festivals

The Boston Symphony Orchestra crosses the Atlantic for a

tour of European Music Festivals beginning with concerts in

Salzburg on 24 and 26 August, continuing with performances at

Lucerne, Montreux, and Besancon, in Belgium at Brussels and Ghent,
and finishing up with appearances at the Berlin and Edinburgh
Festivals. This is the Orchestra's first trip to Europe since Music
Director Seiji Ozawa led concerts in seven cities on that continent

in February and March of 1976, and this is its first tour devoted

exclusively to festival appearances. Tour repertory highlights

include the complete ballet scores of Bartok's Miraculous Mandarin

and Ravel's Daphnis and Chloe and performances in Salzburg and
Berlin of Berlioz's Damnation of Faust.

In discussing the trip, BSO General Manager Thomas W. Morris
emphasized that since the Orchestra has established an
international reputation and world-wide audience through
past visits to Europe, Japan, and China, that audience deserves to

hear the BSO whenever possible. He also stressed the importance
of outside funding to such tours. In this instance, the Orchestra
has received a $125,000 grant from Technics, a division of Japan's

Matsushita Electric Industrial Company, one of the world's largest

manufacturers of consumer electric and electronic products. This

grant is the first major international grant the BSO has ever

received and represents a breakthrough in Japanese corporate

support of the performing arts.
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Tanglewood Funding from AT&T

American Telephone & Telegraph, in association with New England
Telephone, is a major corporate contributor to the BSO at

Tanglewood as part of the "Bell System American Orchestras on
Tour" program. The Bell System's program represents the largest

commitment ever made by a company toward symphony orchestra

tours and will help support cross-country touring by a number of

America's major symphony orchestras to some one hundred cities

during the next several years.

The Bell System has offered a matching grant of up to $150,000
to the Boston Symphony Orchestra at Tanglewood and will offer

additional funding to assist the Orchestra in its out-of-town tours

during the winter season. What this means now is that any gift

made to the BSO at Tanglewood will be matched by AT&T up to a

total of $150,000. In other words, your gift, which may be made at

the Friends' Office in the form of a contribution, or through mem-
bership in the Friends of Music at Tanglewood, will be doubled.

I

£WFF0R0BE
aaomflirc street
Great Barringron HTa 01230
413 52a 3118

DELI-SHOP sfimenHebrew -National Delicatessen

SANDWICHES • CATERING • TAKE OUT SERVICE

Op«n Tuet.-Sat. 8-6, Sun.-Mon. 8-2

I 15 Elm Street Pittsfield Massachusetts Tel 442 5927

"HE
AMSV

INN *i*

A fine, small Inn featuring

superb Country French Cuisine

Candlelight dining

Wednesday through Monday

Rte. 41 , between W. Stockbridge

and Gt. Barrington

Reservations Recommended by

413 274 6580 BOSTON MAGAZINI
NhW YORK IIM1 s
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Seiji Ozawa

In the fall of 1973, Seiji Ozawa
became the thirteenth Music
Director of the Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra since the

Orchestra's founding in 1881.

Born in Shenyang, China in

1935 to Japanese parents, Mr.
Ozawa studied both Western
and Oriental music as a child

and later graduated from Tokyo's

Toho School of Music with first

prizes in composition and con-
ducting. In the fall of 1959 he
won first prize at the Inter-

national Competition of Orches-
tra Conductors, Besancon, France.

Charles Munch, then Music
Director of the Boston Sym-
phony and a judge at the

competition, invited him to Tanglewood for the summer following, and he
there won the Berkshire Music Center's highest honor, the Koussevitzky
Prize for outstanding student conductor.

While working with Herbert von Karajan in West Berlin, Mr. Ozawa
came to the attention of Leonard Bernstein, whom he accompanied on the

New York Philharmonic's spring 1961 Japan tour, and he was made an

.

Assistant Conductor of that orchestra for the 1961-62 season. His first

professional concert appearance in North America came in January 1962
with the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra. He was Music Director of

the Chicago Symphony's Ravinia Festival for five summers beginning in

1963, and Music Director for four seasons of the Toronto Symphony
Orchestra, a post he relinquished at the end of the 1968-69 season in

favor of guest conducting numerous American and European orchestras.

Seiji Ozawa first conducted the Boston Symphony in Symphony Hall in

January of 1968; he had previously appeared with the Orchestra at

Tanglewood, where he was made an Artistic Director in 1970. In

December of that year he began his inaugural season as Conductor and
Music Director of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra. The Music
Directorship of the Boston Symphony followed in 1973, and Mr. Ozawa
resigned his San Francisco position in the spring of 1976, remaining
Honorary Conductor there for the 1976-77 season.

As Music Director of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, Mr. Ozawa has

strengthened the Orchestra's reputation internationally as well as at

home. In February/March 1976 he conducted concerts in Amsterdam,
Brussels, Vienna, Munich, Berlin, London, and Paris on the Orchestra's

European tour. In March 1978 he brought the Orchestra to Japan for

thirteen concerts in nine cities and then, at the invitation of the People's

Republic of China, spent a week working with the Peking Central

Philharmonic Orchestra. In March of 1979 he returned to China with the

entire Boston Symphony Orchestra for a significant musical and cultural

exchange entailing coaching, study, and discussion sessions with Chinese
musicians, as well as concert performances.

12



Mr. Ozawa pursues an active international career and appears regularly

with the orchestras of Berlin, Paris, and Japan. Since he first conducted

opera at Salzburg in 1969, he has led numerous large-scale operatic and

choral works. He has won an Emmy Award for outstanding achievement

in music direction for the BSO's Evening at Symphony television series, and

his recording of Berlioz's Romeo et Juliette has won a Grand Prix du Disque.

Seiji Ozawa's recordings with the Boston Symphony on Deutsche

Grammophon include works of Bartok, Berlioz, Brahms, Ives, Mahler, and

Ravel, with works of Berg, Stravinsky, Takemitsu, and a complete

Tchaikovsky Swan Lake forthcoming. For New World records, Mr. Ozawa
and the Orchestra have recorded works of Charles Tomlinson Griffes and

Roger Sessions's When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd.

\

WMHT-FM
89.1

stereo classical music

24 hours a day

Featuring Boston Symphony Orchestra Concerts every Monday at 8 PM

Beautiful, classic women's clothes.

*1aJk><yfc
46 Walker Street, Lenox.

Also in Hingham, Duxbury, Acton, So. Hamilton, Ostenulle, Massachusetts

Avon, Hamden, Westport, and Ridgefield, Connecticut
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BOSTON SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

1978/79

First Violins

Joseph Silverstein

Concertmaster

Charles Munch chair

Emanuel Borok
Assistant Concertmaster

Helen Horner Mclntyre chair

Max Hobart
Cecylia Arzewski
Roger Shermont
Max Winder
Harry Dickson
Gottfried Wilfinger

Fredy Ostrovsky
Leo Panasevich

Sheldon Rotenberg
Alfred Schneider

* Gerald Gelbloom
* Raymond Sird
* Ikuko Mizuno
* Amnon Levy
* Bo Youp Hwang

Second Violins

Marylou Speaker
Fahnestock chair

Vyacheslav Uritsky

Michel Sasson

Ronald Knudsen
Leonard Moss

* Laszlo Nagy
* Michael Vitale
* Darlene Gray
* Ronald Wilkison
* Harvey Seigel
* Jerome Rosen
* Sheila Fiekowsky
* Gerald Elias

*Ronan Lefkowitz
* Joseph McGauley
* Nancy Bracken
Participating in a system of rotated

seating within each string section.

Violas

Burton Fine

Eugene Lehner
Robert Barnes

Jerome Lipson

Bernard Kadinoff

Vincent Mauricci

Earl Hedberg
Joseph Pietropaolo

Michael Zaretsky

*Marc Jeanneret
* Betty Benthin

Cellos

Jules Eskin

Philip R. Allen chair

Martin Hoherman
Vernon and Marion Alden chair

Mischa Nieland

Jerome Patterson
* Robert Ripley

Luis Leguia
* Carol Procter
* Ronald Feldman
* Joel Moerschel
* Jonathan Miller
* Martha Babcock

Basses

Edwin Barker
Harold D. Hodgkinson chair

Will Rhein

Joseph Hearne
Bela Wurtzler
Leslie Martin

John Salkowski

John Barwicki
* Robert Olson
* Lawrence Wolfe

Flutes

Doriot Anthony Dwyer
Walter Piston chair

Fenwick Smith
Paul Fried

Piccolo

Lois Schaefer

Evelyn and C. Charles Marran chair

Oboes
Ralph Gomberg

Mildred B. Remis chair

Wayne Rapier

Alfred Genovese

English Horn
Laurence Thorstenberg

Clarinets

Harold Wright
Ann S.M. Banks chair

Charles 5. Dana chair

Pasquale Cardillo

Peter Hadcock
£ flat clarinet

Bass Clarinet

Craig Nordstrom

Bassoons
Sherman Walt

Edward A. Taft chair

Roland Small

Matthew Ruggiero

Contrabassoon
Richard Plaster

Horns
Charles Kavalovski

Helen Sagoff Slosherg chair

Charles Yancich

Daniel Katzen
David Ohanian
Richard Mackey
Ralph Pottle

Trumpets
Armando Ghitalla

Roger Louis Voisin chair

Andre Come
Rolf Smedvig

Trombones
Ronald Barron
Norman Bolter

Gordon Hallberg

Tuba
Chester Schmitz

Timpani
Everett Firth

Sylvia Shippen Wells chair

Percussion

Charles Smith
Arthur Press

Assistant Timpani

Thomas Gauger
Frank Epstein

Harps
Bernard Zighera

Ann Hobson

Personnel Managers
William Moyer
Harry Shapiro

Librarians

Victor Alpert

William Shisler

James Harper

Stage Manager
Alfred Robison
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Arthur Fiedler

17 December 1894—10 July 1979

When Arthur Fiedler became an institution, he did it so thoroughly that

we forgot how late it happened. Popular he was, and a considerable

moneymaker for himself, for RCA, for the Boston Symphony Orchestra,

Inc., and for the musicians themselves, but he was far into his seventies

before he was certified as The Grandfather of our Country. That is

altogether in character, for he worked hard for everything he had. He
was a professional through and through. He had, in his best years, a clear
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stick and an enviable skill at quick learning and quick, efficient teaching. He
had a great-showman's understanding of timing, and that uncannily

precise sense of how to send an audience home wishing there'd been just

a little more.

And, to the last, he was, whatever skeptical things he may have

permitted himself to say in interviews and conversations, turned on by

audiences and by performance. None who was there or who saw it later on
TV will forget what happened when he conducted the 1812 Overture at

Tanglewood last summer— the dejected, wretched shuffle from his

dressing room to the stage door, and then, upon the opening of that door,

the little exclamation of "Now/' the clapping together of his hands, the

sudden straightening of the shoulders, and the confident stride to the podium.

The day he died, a reporter asked me whether Fiedler had ever coasted.

He didn't. Toward the end, his concentration failed him sometimes, but he

never coasted because he didn't care. He always put out. Audiences knew
that, and that is why they responded so.

He led the first two concerts of his 50th Pops season, which meant that

he was in charge of that signal of Boston spring for more than half of the

Pops' existence. He had quickly found a successful program-building

formula— light classics to begin with, something fairly solid in the middle,

and then the hair down, with Broadway show tunes, Beatles songs, and

TV commercials— and he set the standard and the pattern for pops

concerts across the country. He had no patience for those who minded

the mixture. The only distinction he found worth making, so he often

insisted, was between good music and bad, and it delighted him to sneak a

Mozart concerto into the lives of those who had really come for Sousa

and Lennon-McCartney. Whether he made converts I don't know: my
impression is that people rarely graduated— and how he would have hated

so tendentious a verb— from Pops to Symphony, that there was little

overlap between the Pops public and the hard-core classical audience.

He was a fascinatingly complex man, an amalgam unique in my
experience of curmudgeon and gentleman. In his last years especially, one

could often taste the roughshod manners of the vigorous old. But he was
courtly and dapper, precisely and delightfully articulate (in German, which

he had learned as a student in Berlin, as elegantly as in English), and he

had resources of touching kindness. The first memory to come rushing

when I heard, that Tuesday morning, that he had died was of the Boston

Symphony's European tour in 1971, a trip I made as the Globe's music

critic. I remember how he relished being pampered and tucked in by the

Pan Am stewardesses on the flight from Logan to London; how, when
backstage at the Albert Hall, I asked him some dumb question about

whether he found the British audience different from the one in Boston,

he growled, glass in hand, "Just so my whiskey is the same"; his fierce

gestures at press photographers crowding the podium in Bonn to take

pictures of Joan Kennedy, about to narrate Peter and the Wolf. The Bonn
concert was his last on the tour, and what I remember most was Fiedler

afterward, writing down phone numbers and gathering in little packages

so that he could bring greetings to orchestra players' families and deliver

gifts. I know he had not been home two days before he called my house
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to say that I had been recently seen alive and well. It is hard to think of a

conductor of half his years and half his fame who would volunteer such a

set of missions and carry it out so conscientiously.

Part of what made him a success was that he precisely knew his

strengths. At the same time, he was a man who had not so much chosen

a career as been chosen by it. Because of this, he could be a melancholy

sort of grandfather, filled with regret for the road not taken. Until he

took over the Pops, in 1930, he was a straight classicist, as it were. Even

in the thirties, it was he who, as director of the Cecilia Society, prepared the

chorus for the first American performances of Stravinsky's Symphony of

Psalms and Persephone. And there was an Arthur Fiedler Sinfonietta, which

made the first recordings ever of Handel organ concertos (with E. Power
Biggs). Fiedler was always pleased when somebody remembered this about

him, understood that he could do more than The Stars and Stripes Forever,

just as he was proud that for years the Pops had done more Mozart

concertos than the Symphony or that, for example, he had beaten

Koussevitzky to the Boston premiere of the violin concerto that William

Walton wrote for Heifetz. It hurt him not to be taken seriously as a

musician; it meant a lot to him to find at last, in Seiji Ozawa, a Boston

Symphony conductor who treated him with warmth and respect. And
when he was hurt and melancholy, he could wonder whether all that

money and applause, the travels, the fame, the fire helmets, and all the

emanations of his universal fan club could make it up to him for the loss

of the music he had not studied in years and knew he would never

conduct again.

Fiedler seemed to live totally in and for his music. By choice, he would
have died behind that embankment of yellow chrysanthemums on the

Symphony Hall podium. It was painful to watch him in his wry awareness

of his failing powers. I imagine that, drawn into the general hoopla, he

was keen at least to touch his golden-jubilee season, and, that achieved,

Death was kind not to let him linger long in his inactivity. We were, all of

us, in a sense prepared, but to drive up to the Tanglewood gates that Tuesday
morning and see the flags at half-mast— and how many musicians would,

as a matter of course, command that observance?— was to realize that

truly now this irascible, vital, complex, difficult presence was removed
from all but our loving memories; that the Bostonian voice, sometimes

suave, sometimes an irritated snarl, was stilled; that the baton, whose
bandmasterly economy could unleash such volleys of energy, was laid

down for good.

Eh

Michael Steinberg

This material first appeared in the Boston Phoenix and is used here by the kind permission of that publication.
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Thursday, 16 August at 8:30

CONCORD STRING QUARTET

Mark Sokol, violin

Andrew Jennings, violin

John Kochanowski, viola

Norman Fischer, cello

BEETHOVEN

BEETHOVEN

Quartet in C minor, Opus 18, No. 4

Allegro ma non tanto

Scherzo: Andante scherzoso, quasi Allegretto

Menuetto: Allegretto

Allegro

Quartet in E flat, Opus 74

Poco Adagio— Allegro

Adagio, ma non troppo

Presto

Allegretto con Variazioni

INTERMISSION

BEETHOVEN Quartet in B flat, Opus 130

Adagio, ma non troppo— Allegro

Presto

Andante con moto, ma non troppo

Alia danza tedesca: Allegro assai

Cavatina: Adagio molto espresswo

Grosse Fuge

Overtura: Allegro— Meno mosso e moderato

Fuga: Allegro— Meno mosso e moderato—
Allegro molto e con brio
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Notes

Beethoven published his first six string quartets together as Opus 18 in

1801, and he probably intended them as a set from the start, modeled

perhaps on the six quartets Mozart dedicated to Haydn. (In the instance

of Mozart's K.464 and Beethoven's Opus 18, No. 5, the two works in

A major, the relationship is obvious and avowed.) We can't date all of the

Opus 18 quartets exactly, but 1798 is the central year for their

composition. It was then six years since Beethoven had come to live in

Vienna. The idea was for him to study there— "through unremitting

diligence may you receive the spirit of Mozart at the hands of Haydn," Count
Waldstein wrote into his album when he left Bonn— but it turned out to

be a removal for good. He studied with the rather inattentive Haydn,

with an experienced and accomplished theater composer by name of

Johann Schenk, with the eminent Antonio Salieri (learning Italian in order

to do so), and with that excellent pedagogue, Johann Georg

Albrechtsberger. In 1795, Artaria & Co. published his official Opus 1,

three trios for piano, violin, and cello (Haydn had counseled withholding

the third, apparently fearing that its probable shock waves would

jeopardize the young composer's career). He was beginning to make an

enviable name for himself as a pianist, playing connoisseurs' music like

the preludes and fugues of J.S. Bach as well as more current repertory

like the D minor Concerto of the recently dead Mozart (for this he wrote

a set of cadenzas that are still played), and raising goosebumps with his

fantastic improvisations.

By time he was ready to tackle his first quartets— the string quartet,

like the symphony, was recognized as an "important" genre, and a

composer's first go at such a thing was a consciously significant step

—

Beethoven had, as it were, warmed up on four string trios. Several of his

biographers place Opus 18, No. 4 as chronologically the last in the set, but

there is no evidence for this at all. Probably those writers are impressed

by Beethoven's C minor posture. This was Beethoven's favorite minor

key, and the works he wrote in it, from the Pathetique Piano Sonata,

including, most famously, the Fifth Symphony, and through a work as

late as the last Piano Sonata, Opus 111, reveal a recognizably fist-shaking

C minor mood. The present quartet, which very likely includes materials

Beethoven had brought from Bonn, begins with an urgency and with

gestures of passions highly characteristic of that expressive world. By

contrast, the second movement presents itself as distinctly harmless: with

its naive 3/8 tune it is a cousin to the second movement in the First

Symphony, though its fugal texture makes it a more ostentatiously learned

relative. Then comes a real minuet, knowingly made a trifle unruly by all

its offbeat accents. Beethoven gives a curious and possibly unique

direction here, asking that when the minuet returns after the Trio it

should be taken at a quicker tempo than before. The finale is a clean text-

book rondo whose gypsy bounce suggests that Beethoven had in fact

received something of the spirit of Haydn.

After these early quartets comes a group of "middle" pieces written

between about 1805 and 1810. That was an amazing time in Beethoven's
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life. Alexander Wheelock Thayer, the American career diplomat whose

Beethoven biography (1866-79) is still the basic one, puts it this way:

"The close of 1809 terminated a decade during which— if quality be

considered, as well as number, variety, extent, and originality

—

Beethoven's works offer a more splendid exhibition of intellectual power

than those of any composer produced within a like number of years." It is

the period in which Beethoven wrote five symphonies; piano sonatas

including the Opus 31 set, the Waldstein, and the Appassionata; violin

sonatas including the three of Opus 30 and the Kreutzer; the A major

Cello Sonata; the Violin Concerto, Triple Concerto, and the last three

piano concertos; the Trios, Opus 70; the oratorio, Christ on the Mount of

Olives, and the Mass in C; and the first two versions of the opera Leonore.

This is to confine our listing to the very large and important works. For

string quartets we have the three dedicated to Count Rasumovsky,

Opus 59, and then two single works in striking contrast to each other,

Opus 74 of 1809 and Opus 95, completed a year later.

The terse F minor Quartet, Opus 95, is difficult Beethoven par excellence.

The E flat Quartet, Opus 74, is by comparison genial, inviting access, and

Beethoven achieves this quality at no sacrifice of the personal and the

original. The slow introduction leans immediately and persistently toward

the subdominant (the unexpected descent of the cello from its first E flat

to D flat, the same line being traced more broadly across the first phrase

by the first violin), a harmonic orientation that does much to create its

aura of spaciousness. It becomes a kind of questioning to which the

sturdy and unambiguous start of the Allegro is an answer. Pizzicato is a

prominent feature early on, and, as the retransition from development to

recapitulation is upon us, its use is something one almost wants to call

spectacular. Opus 74 is still sometimes called the "Harp" Quartet, and

there is no precedent in the standard quartet repertory for so much non-

accompanimental pizzicato. At the end of the movement, the sound is

dazzlingly combined with an excursion for the first violinist of concerto-

like brilliance.

The Adagio is the presentation of a broad melody that is delicately

varied on each of its returns. Its serenity is touchingly clouded by

invasions of the minor mode, whose shadow is not dispelled until the last

bars of the beautifully settled coda. The scherzo is unmannerly Beethoven

and also a remembrance of the Fifth Symphony. The Trio comes around

twice, a rather arbitrary way Beethoven had at this time of making his

scherzi match in scale his expanding structures. Just as the mutterings of

the scherzo seem about to subside completely, a deceptive cadence

diverts the music from C minor onto a chord of A flat. It is the same
cadence that initiates the famous bridge into the finale of Fifth; here,

however, there is neither a crescendo nor a triumphant C major

resolution, but rather, a collected preparation of E flat, the home key of

the quartet and the place where Beethoven will give us six nicely

uncomplicated variations of a clear-browed but nonetheless charmingly

quirky theme. The sixth variation offers to be a little rebellious: the cello

won't move off E flat during the first part and is almost as stubborn

about D flat in the second (remember now its E flat-D flat progression in

the very first measure). We are in a new phase: Beethoven is beginning to

:H
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wind things up and to prepare a coda that is full of surprises, right to its

last two chords.

Now we move forward sixteen years. Since 1812, the year of the great

passion between himself and Antonie Brentano, the "Immortal Beloved/'

Beethoven's life had been in a continuous state of crisis, the most draining

elements being those tied to the long litigation over the guardianship of

his nephew Karl. The second decade of the century was, for one of

Beethoven's standards of inspiration and industry, as startlingly

unproductive as the first had been astoundingly fecund. But in 1820, the

year the long lawsuits came to an end, Beethoven, as his biographer

Maynard Solomon puts it, "set about reconstructing his life and

completing his life's work." In the next few years he completed his last

three piano sonatas, the Missa Solemnis, and the Ninth Symphony. After

completing the Ninth in February 1824, Beethoven devoted the rest of his

life to the composition of string quartets. He had much else in mind, of

course, including more operas and certainly a tenth symphony, but there

wasn't time. For some years he had concerned himself with various ways
of breaking away from the standard three- and four-movement design for

sonatas, quartets, and so forth, and we find in his late works such things

as a piano sonata on a large scale but in only two movements (Opus 111)

and a string quartet in seven movements (Opus 131).

The B flat Quartet, Opus 130, begun in the summer of 1825 and

completed that November, is one of the most remarkable of these

exploratory works. It is in six movements, of which the first seems to

want to conform to the familiar pattern of slow introduction leading to a

main portion in quick tempo (cf. Opus 74). But here, the Allegro has only

been going five measures when the Adagio interrupts it. Moreover, we
have by no means heard the last of it. The movement is expansive in cast;

at the same time it strikes us as extremely taut, being densely saturated

by a very few ideas. Beethoven also confronts us constantly with

extremes, unisons and densely polyphonic textures, the odd and the

straight, the propulsive and the hesitant.

After this rich essay in the sonata style, Beethoven gives us four rather

shorter character pieces. The first of these is very short indeed, a rushing

Presto, most of which, except for a stomping interlude for the first violin,

passes in a mad whisper. The next movement, in a tempo neither slow

nor fast, moves with a luxurious sense of time limitlessly available. As it

unfolds it reveals delectable surprise after surprise. Its exquisite,

beautifully "heard" textures— heard by a composer who, in the literal

sense, had heard nothing for ten years— are an especially lovely feature.

Then comes a German country dance, amiable and not quite uncrazy,

something we might well hear as proto- Mahler. Out of this— and the

harmonic connections, or jolting non-connections, between movements
are all beautifully gauged in this quartet— comes one of Beethoven's most
celebrated movements. He calls it a Cavatina, an operatic aria. Writers

always comment on its simplicity, but in fact its textures are elaborate

(the "accompaniment" to the first violin's song is active and organic,

always closely related to the song itself), and at no point, were the melody

to break off, could we foretell its continuation, for all that whatever

comes sounds like the only and inevitable way. For just a moment, the
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song is interrupted by recitative, a rhythmically tense, stammering

utterance marked by Beethoven "beklemmt"— inhibited or, in the Biblical

sense, straitened.

The Cavatina floats to silence on an E flat chord whose top note is a G.

That G is picked up in a grand unison as the whole work is now capped

by an uncompromisingly difficult, dissonant fugal finale that accounts for

a little over a third of the length of the entire quartet. Beethoven did not

attend the first performance on 21 March 1826, but waited for reports in

a nearby tavern. That the German dance and the Cavatina were encored

did not impress him. Why not the fugue, he wanted to know. "Cattle!

Asses!" he roared.
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For 107 years we've been serious

about people who make music.

In 1872 Boston University established the first professional music program within an

American university to train creative and talented students for careers in music. 107 years

later the Boston University School of Music is still doing what it does best.

• Performance • Music Education • History and Literature • Theory and Composition

strings

'Emanuel Borok, violin

Walter Eisenberg, violin

Madeline Foley, chamber music
* Gerald Gelbloom, violin

Mary Crowder Hess, violin

*Max Hobart, violin

'Bernard Kadinoff, viola

Endel Kalam, chamber music
William Kroll, chamber music
Carole Lieberman, violin

'Eugene Lehner, chamber music
'Leslie Martin, string bass

George Neikrug, cello

'MischaNieland, cello

Leslie Parnas, cello

tHenry Portnoi, string bass

'William Rhein, string bass

'Roger Shermont, violin

'Joseph Silverstein, violin

Roman Totenberg, violin

Walter Trampler, viola

'Max Winder, violin

'Lawrence Wolfe, string bass

Victor Yampolsky, violin

woodwinds
Edward Avedisian, clarinet

'Pasquale Cardillo, clarinet

'Doriot Anthony Dwyer, flute

Roderick Ferland, saxophone
'Ralph Gomberg, oboe
t)ohn Holmes, oboe
tPhillip Kaplan, flute

Harvey Pittel, saxophone
'Richard Plaster, bassoon
"Matthew Ruggiero, bassoon
'Fenwick Smith, flute

'Sherman Walt, bassoon
"Harold Wright, clarinet

brass

'Ronald Barron, trombone
'Norman Bolter, trombone
Peter Chapman, trumpet

tlohn Coffey, tromboneltuba
'Armando Ghitalla, trumpet
Paul Gay, trombone

brass (cont.)

"Gordon Hallberg, tromboneltuba
'Charles Kavalovski, French horn
Charles A. Lewis, Jr., trumpet
"David Ohanian, French horn
Samuel Pilafian, tuba
"Rolf Smedvig, trumpet
"Harry Shapiro, French horn
tRoger Voisin, trumpet
"Charles Yancich, French horn
percussion

"Thomas Gauger
"Charles Smith
harp
Lucile Lawrence
guitar and lute

Thomas E. Greene, guitar

Robert Strizich, lute

piano

LuisBatlle

Maria Clodes

Anthony di Bonaventura
Lenore Engdahl
Elizabeth Hagenah
Bela Boszormenyi-Nagy
Phillip Oliver, staff accompanist
Harriet Shirvan

Edith Stearns

Fredrik Wanger
organ

George Faxon
Jack Fisher

Max Miller

harpsichord

Mark Kroll

Joseph Payne

voice

Eunice Alberts, contralto

Germaine Arosa, diction

Mary Davenport, contralto

Ellalou Dimmock, soprano
Maeda Freeman, mezzo
Robert Gartside, tenor

Mac Morgan, baritone

Chloe Owen, soprano
Allen Rogers, vocal coaching
Wilma Thompson, mezzo

'Member of the Boston Symphony Orchestra
t Former member of the Boston Symphony Orchestra

Boston University School of Music
Wilbur D. Fullbright, Director

offering degrees at the bachelor, master, and doctoral levels.

School lor the Arts: Music, Theatre, Visual Arts • Gerald Gross, Dean ad interim
855 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02215

music history and literature

Karol Berger

John Hasson
Murray Lefkowitz

Joel Sheveloff

theory and composition
Theodore Antoniou
David Del Tredici

John Goodman
Mark Kroll

Joyce Mekeel
Malloy Miller

Robert Sirota

John Thow
Jan Wissmuller
Maurice Wright

music education

Lee Chrisman
Phyllis Elhady Hoffman
Allen Lannom
Jack O. Lemons
Mary Ann Norton

musical organizations

Adelaide Bishop, opera

Warren Wilson, opera

Thomas Dunn, chorus
Endel Kalam, orchestra

'Joseph Silverstein, orchestra

Victor Yampolsky, orchestra

'Roger Voisin, repertoire orchestra

Paul Gay, wind ensemble

boston symphony orchestra

woodwind quintet in residence

'Doriot Anthony Dwyer, flute

'Ralph Gomberg, oboe
"Harold Wright, clarinet

'Sherman Walt, bassoon
'Charles Kavalovski, French horn

empire brass quintet

in residence

Charles A. Lewis, Jr., trumpet
'Rolf Smedvig, trumpet
'David Ohanian, French horn
'Norman Bolter, trombone
Samuel Pilafian, tuba
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Some listeners had been exalted and excited by the fugue; rather more
were bewildered. Professionals pronounced it incomprehensible.

Beethoven himself had doubts. He had never been easily pushed around

by publishers, performers, and friends, but this time he was persuaded to

take the fugue out of the quartet and to write, late in 1826, a substitute

finale in his most non -controversial vein. It turns Opus 130 into another

piece: in the original version, the one played this evening, everything

leads up to the fugue, but in the revised edition, where the finale is so

light, the Cavatina becomes the focal point. Beethoven's doubts had of

course nothing to do with the intrinsic quality of the fugue, only with its

function in context. He even took time in August and September 1826 to

make a far from perfunctory arrangement of it for piano duet.

The title page of the fugue as a separate publication (as Opus 133)

describes the piece as "GRAND FUGUE, tantot libre, tantot recherchee." In part

free, in part studied or worked. The beginning is libre as can be.

Beethoven calls it "Overturn," and in its thirty measures it changes tempo
twice and character more often than that. In music of extreme
disjunction, with all of its gestures separated by unmeasured pauses,

Beethoven hurls scraps of material about, much of it related not just to

what appears elsewhere in Opus 130 but to the other quartets written at

the same time. It is then the task of the rest of the composition to

demonstrate the relationship and the coherence of what is first presented

in so violently dissociated a manner.

After five beginnings, each a little less assertive than its predecessor

and each broken off in mid -flight, the fugue proper, the recherchee part gets

under way. It is a double fugue, with the theme of the Overture played

by the viola while the first violin adds a leaping figure of ungainly and

totally captivating energy. The other instruments join, and this music is

developed as though in a series of variations of growing rhythmic and

textural complexity, unrelieved in ferocious vigor, limitlessly bold in

harmony. The tempo slows, a softer key is established, and a more lyric,

conjunct idea, first proposed in the Overture by the viola, is now
explored. The main fugue theme is still present, but tamed. Essentially

this is an interlude, more free than studied. Motion almost comes to a

halt on a slow, measured trill, and from this leaps forth a movement in a

new 6/8 meter, quicker than anything we have heard so far. The
disjunctions, the violence of the leaps also surpass anything in the work
up to now. There are many interruptions as well as reappearances of

earlier passages sometimes so startling that one might be dealing with a

copyist's error or a badly spliced tape: the interference of the lihre with the

progress of the recherche is fierce and outrageous. The resolution of the

conflict is surprising, touching, a mixture of the exalted and the

humorous such as only Beethoven could have invented.

— Michael Steinberg
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BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Seiji Ozawa, Music Director

Colin Davis, Principal Guest Conductor

Joseph Silverstein, Assistant Conductor

TANGLEWOOD ON PARADE

35
BOSTON

SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

Friday, 17 August at 9

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
BERKSHIRE MUSIC CENTER ORCHESTRA
BOSTON UNIVERSITY YOUNG ARTISTS ORCHESTRA

SEIJI OZAWA,
GUNTHER SCHULLER, and

JOSEPH SILVERSTEIN conducting

MOZART

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS

TALLIS

Serenade in B flat for winds, K.361

Largo— Allegro molto

Menuetto: Allegretto

Rondo: Allegro molto

Winds of the

BERKSHIRE MUSIC CENTER ORCHESTRA
GUNTHER SCHULLER, conductor

Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Tallis

Strings of the

BERKSHIRE MUSIC CENTER ORCHESTRA
and the BOSTON UNIVERSITY
YOUNG ARTISTS ORCHESTRA
JOSEPH SILVERSTEIN, conductor

Spem in Alium, motet for forty parts, arranged

for brass instruments by Gunther Schuller

Brass of the

BERKSHIRE MUSIC CENTER ORCHESTRA
and the BOSTON UNIVERSITY
TANGLEWOOD INSTITUTE
GUNTHER SCHULLER, conductor

INTERMISSION
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TCHAIKOVSKY Suite from Swan Lake, Opus 20

Opening scene of Act II

Waltz, from Act I

Dance of the Little Swans (Allegro moderato]

from Act II

Russian Dance, from Act III

Hungarian Dance: Czardas, from Act III

TCHAIKOVSKY Ceremonial Overture, 1812

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
SEIJI OZAWA, conductor

Deutsche Grammophon, Philips, RCA, and New World records

Baldwin piano

The Berkshire Music Center is supported in part through a generous grant

from the National Endowment for the Arts in Washington, D.C.

Tanglewood on Parade
Friday, 17 August 1979

2:00 Gates Open 6:15 Berkshire Music Center
Wind Music

2:10 Fanfare at Main Gate 7:30 Berkshire Highlanders

2:30 Boston University Young
Artists Orchestra

8:00 Eastover Train

3:30 Berkshire Music Center
Vocal Concert

8:15 Fanfare at rear of Shed

3:45 Berkshire Music Center
Chamber Music

8:40 Fanfare from Shed stage

4:45 Boston University

Chamber Music

9:00 Gala Concert

Artillery, cannon, and train supplied by George Bisacca of Eastover, Inc.

Scott ish folk music courtesy the Berkshire Highlanders

Hot air balloon courtesy Dr. Clayton Thomas, Palmer, Massachusetts
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The unique combination of direct and reflected sound is what
gives a live performance its depth, richness and excitement.

Instead of bringing an orchestra into your living room, bring

home a pair of Bose Direct/Reflecting®speakers.
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BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Seiji Ozawa, Music Director

Colin Davis, Principal Guest Conductor

Joseph Silverstein, Assistant Conductor

BOSTON
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

SEIJI OZAWA A

Saturday, 18 August at 8:30

JOSEPH SILVERSTEIN conducting

MENDELSSOHN

MENDELSSOHN

CHOPIN

Music for Shakespeare's A Midsummer
Night's Dream

Overture

Scherzo

Nocturne

Wedding March

Capriccio brillant in B minor for piano
and orchestra, Opus 22
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NOTES

Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy

Overture, Scherzo, Nocturne, and Wedding March for Shakespeare's

A Midsummer Night's Dream

Capriccio brillant in B minor for piano and orchestra, Opus 22

Jakob Ludwig Felix Mendelssohn was born in Hamburg on 3 February 1809 and died

in Leipzig on 4 November 1847. Bartholdy was the name of his maternal uncle Jakob,

who had changed his own name from Salomon and taken on Bartholdy from the owner of

a piece of real estate he bought in Berlin, and it was he who most persistently urged the

family's conversion to Lutheranism. Bartholdy was added to the family name— to

distinguish the Lutheran Mendelssohns from the Jewish ones— in 1822 when Felix's

father was baptized, the children having been given that sacrament as early as 1816.

Mendelssohn composed his overture to Shakespeare's play in 1826 for private performance

at home. It was given in public at Stettin (Sczcecin) in February 1827. Thirteen

additional pieces of incidental music were composed in 1843 and first performed at a

production of the play in the Royal Palace at Potsdam on 14 October that year. The score

calls for two each of flutes, oboes, clarinets, bassoons, horns, and trumpets, with ophicleide

(here replaced by contrabassoon and tuba), timpani, cymbals, triangle, and strings.

Mendelssohn wrote the Capriccio brillant in the spring of 1832 and first played it

in Berlin that winter. The orchestra consists of two each of flutes, oboes, clarinets,

bassoons, horns, and trumpets, with timpani and strings.

Mendelssohn is the most astonishing of the composing prodigies.

Mozart was to go much farther, but as a teenager not even he

surpasses— or often equals— Mendelssohn in assurance, and certainly not

in individuality. In the Octet for strings, written in 1825, the year he

turned sixteen, and in the Midsummer Night's Dream Overture composed
the following year, Mendelssohn has found a voice unmistakably his own
and he uses it with the confidence of a seasoned professional. And in a

way that's just what he was. By time he composed the Octet, he had seen,

heard, and read a lot. He had composed a lot, too. All advantages were his.

Moses Mendelssohn,* his grandfather, was a philosopher and a literary

man of great stature— something like a Martin Buber of his time, it has

been suggested—who has an enduring monument in the title role of

Lessing's profound and humorous Nathan the Wise. Felix's father was a

highly regarded and prosperous banker. His mother played the piano,

sang, drew, and read French, Italian, English, and Greek authors in the

original. His sister Fanny, four years older than himself, surprised the

family when she was thirteen by giving them a performance, from

memory, of the whole of Bach's Well-tempered Clavier. (She, the person to

whom Felix was closest all his life, and whose early death without doubt

hastened his own, is one of the lost women of nineteenth-century

history: her father, the firmly patriarchal Abraham Mendelssohn, insisted

SHE

*It is with him that the name Mendelssohn comes into the family. His father's

name was Mendel Dessau, and he styled himself Moses ben Mendel, Moses the son

of Mendel.
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that music could only be an embellishment on the surface of her life and
never its "fundamental bass." He managed, however, to ignore the letters

from Uncle Jakob Bartholdy, now Consul in Rome, who advised against

allowing Felix to become a professional musician, "which is after all no
kind of career, no life, no goal.")

With Fanny to one side of him and Rebecca and Paul, two and four

years younger, on the other, Felix was the Crown Prince. At ten, after

three years' study with the highly competent Ludwig Berger, he gave his

first recital at the piano. He traveled widely with his family, turned into

an accomplished linguist, and learned to execute the elegant drawings that

adorn his letters and journals. He became the pupil and protege of Carl

Zelter, composer, choral conductor, and partner in a prolific

correspondence with Goethe, and it was through Zelter that the boy met
Goethe, improvising for him at the piano as well as playing the Beethoven

Fifth for him and thoroughly enjoying his rather flirtatious friendship

with that seventy-two-year-old Olympian eminence.

Goethe and Shakespeare were the amphiparnassus of Mendelssohn's

literary landscape. A letter that Mendelssohn wrote in 1829, describing a

Charles Kemble production of Hamlet at Covent Garden that ended with

Horatio hurrying to the footlights and announcing "Ladies and gentlemen,

tomorrow evening The Devil's Elixir," demonstrates a thorough knowledge

of the tragedy, and the most famous of Shakespeare's plays were

regularly read aloud and acted at home. The Midsummer Night's Dream

Overture was heard as a piano duet in the Mendelssohns' grand house on

Leipziger Strasse in Berlin. Seventeen years passed before Mendelssohn

had occasion to return to A Midsummer Night's Dream, and he was by then

the world famous composer of Saint Paul and the Italian and Scottish

symphonies. (The Violin Concerto and Elijah were yet to come.) Upon his

accession to the throne in 1840, Frederick William IV of Prussia

established an Academy of Arts in Berlin and summoned Mendelssohn to

take charge of its musical affairs. The writing of incidental music for such

plays as Racine's Athalie, Sophocles's Oedipus at Colonus, and A Midsummer

Night's Dream was among his duties. Mendelssohn's knack at recapturing

or continuing the atmosphere and style of the overture by his seventeen

-

year-old self is remarkable testimony to his professionalism and

adaptability. But, to return for a moment to an earlier thought, a

composer of, say, Mozart's potential for growth could not have made so

neat a match: it is impossible to imagine the composer of Don Giovanni

reverting to the manner of La finta giardiniera or the Beethoven of the

Opus 95 string quartet making a convincing return to the style

of Opus 18.

The overture sets the mood for the whole play, not for the first act,

which is entirely concerned with expository matter in Athens— the

dilemma of the mismated lovers and the plans of Bottom the weaver and

his fellow rustics to perform in a play at the nuptials of Duke Theseus

and Hippolyta, Queen of the Amazons. It is in the second act that we
enter Shakespeare's land of fairies and dreams. The Scherzo precedes the

rising curtain of Act II, where Puck and a fairy are disclosed. The
Nocturne brings the final curtain on Act III. Hermia, bewildered by the

perplexing events which have estranged her lover, having aroused the

jealousy of her companion, Helena, and set Lysander and Demetrius
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against each other in anger, has become exhausted and fallen asleep. To
the strains of this Nocturne, Puck, who as deux ex machina has restored

Bottom to his proper shape, squeezes on the sleeping Lysander's eyelids

the juice of the magic white flower, "purple with love's wound," in order

that

Jack shall have Jill;

Nought shall go ill;

The man shall have his mare again,

And all shall be well.

The victims of the magic spells having been released as if waking from a

dream, the scene is set for Act V— the palace of Theseus on the nuptial

night of the Duke and the Queen, Lysander and Hermia, Demetrius and

Helena. The Wedding March opens this act and is repeated as the

company retires.

The Capriccio brillant is one of a pair of short works for piano and

orchestra, the other being the Rondo brillant in E flat of 1834. Mendelssohn
wrote the Capriccio while on vacation in London. Evidently his sister Fanny
and the theorist A.B. Marx, an old family friend, had spoken ill of the

piece, for in 1835, after Mendelssohn had heard Clara Wieck (later Clara

Schumann) play a knockout performance of it in Leipzig, we find the

composer leaping to the defense of his opuscule. "It has a really bright

sound with the orchestra," he writes to Fanny, "and it seems good enough
as concert pieces go." He adds that he finds it "prettier" than the Rondo
in E flat. An Andante introduction in B major leads to an Allegro con

fuoco (with fire) in Mendelssohn's most beguilingly glittering manner.

— Michael Steinberg/John N. Burk

John N. Burk was the Boston Symphony's program annotator from 1934 until 1966.

Frederic Chopin
Andante spianato and Grande polonaise

for piano and orchestra, Opus 22

Frederic Chopin was born in Zelazowa Wola, near Warsaw, probably on

1 March 1810, though perhaps on 22 February 1810, and died in Paris on

17 October 1849. The Andante spianato was composed in 1834 as an introduction

to an earlier work, a polonaise for piano and orchestra which he had completed in July of

1831. The two works were published together as Opus 22 in 1836. In addition to the

solo instrument, the score calls for two each of flutes, oboes, clarinets, and bassoons, two

horns, one trombone, timpani, and strings.

Chopin completed only six works for piano and orchestra, all of which

predate his arrival in Paris at the age of twenty-one. The two concertos,

the Opus 2 Variations on "La ci darem" from Don Giovanni, the Opus 13

Fantasy on Polish airs, the Opus 14 Krakowiak, concert rondo, and the

Opus 22 Grande Polonaise were written for the most part during

and shortly after his conservatory days in Warsaw. All of them were
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conceived as brilliant display pieces for the soloist, and when Chopin left

Warsaw in 1830— for good as it turned out— he took with him five of

these works as showpieces for the tour with which he hoped to establish

his name throughout Europe. The sixth, the Grande Polonaise, he

composed in 1831 while marking time in Vienna, one of the stopping

points on his desultory and not at all successful tour. In a negative way
these pieces were essential to his development as a composer, for they

allowed Chopin to rid himself early on of aspirations to write in a form
and medium for which he lacked any outstanding talent. With the

exception of the Allegro de concert, Opus 46, which he never scored, he made
no effort after 1831 to write for orchestra. Aside from some songs and
two pieces of chamber music, he would devote the rest of his life to the

composition of piano music. It was a decision that would profoundly

enrich the literature of the piano, one that would profoundly affect nearly

every subsequent composer who wrote for this instrument.

Apart from the concertos, Opus 22 is his most successful work for

piano and orchestra, but, having said that, one must add that none of his

works in this medium is really successful. As Gerald Abraham has noted,

"they must be considered purely and simply as large-scale showpieces for

the soloist, with necessary but regrettable orchestral backgrounds."

Chopin's notoriously inept orchestration has prompted re-orchestrations

by numerous would-be improvers— Kalkbrenner, Tausig, Balakirev and

Granados in the case of the concertos, Scharwenka in the case of the

Polonaise— but a major and perhaps insurmountable problem is that in

the purely orchestral passages the music itself comes across as little more
than a dutiful gesture toward fulfilling the formal requirements of the

medium. Especially so in the Polonaise, whose rickety accompaniment is

so dispensable that it is unusual to hear the work performed in its

original form. Most pianists present Opus 22 as a solo work, which is

easily done because the first section, the Andante spianato, is in fact a solo

work, and the orchestral part of the succeeding Polonaise is easily

transferred to the piano. Except for the brief introduction, the piano is

hardly silent for a moment during the Polonaise, and the solo writing is

so rich and full that it can be played quite successfully without benefit of

an orchestra. In this form the work has become a great favorite of

virtuosos, and one need only listen to Josef Hofmann's celebrated

recording to appreciate the effect it can make as a solo piece.

Chopin performed the work— with orchestra— at one of his last public

appearances in Paris, 26 April 1835, and won great success with the

Polonaise, though the introductory Andante, an exquisite example of his

mature art, seems to have made little effect. This part of the work was
written in 1834, three years after the Polonaise, and the two were

published together in 1836 as "Grande Polonaise brillante, preceded by an

Andante spianato, for piano with orchestra." The word spianato means

"smoothed-out," an expressive indication which Chopin reinforced with

the further direction that the music is to be played tranquillo, and the

mood of the opening G major cantilena, with its rippling accompaniment,

is indeed the very essence of tranquility. A chordal trio in C major

maintains the quiet atmosphere, and after a brief return to the Andante

and a final reference to the trio, the orchestra enters with a short
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declamatory bridge passage which modulates to the E flat tonality of the

Polonaise. To be sure, the music is conceived in a show-off vein, but only

the stuffy will sniff at Chopin in this vein— and only the super-confident

technician will attempt to brave the nightmarish difficulties he could

invent in this vein.

— Harry Neville

Harry Neville was the Boston Symphony's program editor from 1973 to 1974.

Bela Bartok

Concerto for Orchestra

Bela Victor Jdnos Bartok was born in Nagyszentmiklos, Hungary, now

Sdnmiclausulmare, Rumania, on 25 March 1881 and died in New York City on

26 September 1945. He wrote the Concerto for Orchestra for the Koussevitzky Music

Foundation in memory of Natalie Koussevitzky shortly after her death. The score is dated

8 October 1943. The Boston Symphony Orchestra gave the world premiere under Serge

Koussevitzky's direction on 1 December 1944 in Symphony Hall, Boston. It is scored for

three flutes and piccolo, three oboes and English horn, three clarinets and bass clarinet,

three bassoons and contrabassoon, four horns, three trumpets, three trombones and tuba,

timpani, snare drum, bass drum, cymbals, triangle, tam-tam, two harps, and strings.

Virgil Thomson said once that either you respond to music viscerally or

you do not respond at all. If that be so, perhaps one who heard the

premiere of Bartok's Concerto for Orchestra (and who did respond viscerally)

cannot be expected to "describe" this work with appropriate detachment.

As it happens, the composer himself obviated the dilemma by providing us

with an analysis of the score. Of that more later.

Formal description, however, is only part of the annotator's job— and

by far the least interesting for all concerned save pedants and possibly

students trapped in courses requiring them to simulate competence in this

dreary genre. Setting the scene vis-a-vis circumstances of composition

can be pretty dull also (and equidistant from the expressive point of the

music); but a listener is nevertheless entitled to this information in

anticipation of any auditory experience. It can always be ignored, but

when it is accurate it can be helpful.

As to the genesis of Bartok's Concerto for Orchestra it is possible for once

to be factually precise, even if its nearness in time compels the utmost

prudence in value judgments. And yet how vividly the composer's

presence lingers with those who knew him however slightly, not to speak

of his neighbors along Manhattan's West 57th Street who knew him only

from afar because they were reluctant to infringe on an artist's right to

be left alone. In all the purlieus where he moved, the memory of Bartok's

modest mein is indelible. (But shyness, it should be noted, is not self-

abnegation; the latter trait never has coexisted with creativity.)

A further prefatory note is in order regarding the performance history

of this music. You will read in any number of ordinarily reliable sources

(beginning with the printed score, incredibly) that the work was given its
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premiere in New York. The truth of the matter is that not only the first

but also the second, third, and further performances were presented in

Boston. Moreover, behind this fact lies most of the story that is worth
telling about the Concerto for Orchestra— both for its uncommon amount of

''human interest" and for the light it throws on the music as a

consequence. That story is as follows.

Bartok himself wrote that the "general mood of the work represents,

apart from the jesting second movement, a gradual transition from the

sternness of the first movement and the lugubrious death-song of the

third, to the life-assertion of the last one." Now hear the more nearly

complete truth:

Two years and two months before he was to die, Bartok was very far from
being the popular composer he became so quickly after he had fulfilled the

primary requirement for immortality. He was among the least-performed

of leading contemporaries, actually. For that and other reasons he was not

a happy man. He was also an extraordinarily poor man, notwithstanding

the lengthy and respectful entries about him in the encyclopedias. On top

of all this, he was physically a sick man (though his ailment was not yet

correctly diagnosed— in the early 1940s medical science knew little about

leukemia). His physicians were in despair, and so was he.

And then, one warm day in that summer of 1943, there arrived at

Bartok's small room in Doctors Hospital an unannounced caller whose
very eminence must have given the patient reason to doubt that the

world had forsaken him. In various accounts this famous visitor is
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described as a "mysterious stranger"— an allusion to the unknown patron

who commissioned a Requiem from the dying Mozart, and simultaneously

an implication that Bartok never before had met his unexpected guest.

(H.W. Heinsheimer, an intimate of the composer who had been with the

publishing house of Boosey and Hawkes, wrote as late as 1949 that the

celebrity had totally ignored Bartok's important scores; and "I don't think

that the two men had ever met before that day in the hospital.")

Again, the folklore must give way to facts: the distinguished caller was
Serge Koussevitzky, who had introduced both Bartok the pianist and

Bartok the composer to Boston Symphony audiences as far back as 1928.

As of 1943 they did not count each other as close friends, to be sure. But

one cannot doubt for a moment that each of these men knew the artistic

measure of the other.

Koussevitzky had come alone. Accepting the only chair, he drew it close

to the bed and began at once to explain his mission. Aware that the

fiercely proud composer would accept neither charity nor an assignment

he did not feel able to undertake, the conductor did not "offer" a commission

to the desperately ill Bartok. Instead, lying as matter-of-factly as he

could, he reported that he was acting as a courier for the Koussevitzky

Foundation (set up as a memorial to his late wife Natalie) and that he was
bound to leave a check for $500 with Bartok whether or not any new
piece would be forthcoming. This figure, he added, was only half of what
had been set aside. Another $500 would be paid upon receipt of the score

it was hoped that Bartok could write. But the first $500 was his

irrevocably.

The composer made no direct reply, but it was clear to Koussevitzky

(so he subsequently disclosed) that the invalid suddenly had developed a

determination to recover. For fully an hour the two talked with more and

more animation on a variety of subjects. Then a nurse came in and
motioned to the visitor that it was time for him to leave. (Koussevitzky must
have been delighted at the success of his harmless deception. Fritz Reiner and
Joseph Szigeti among others had assured him that nothing else would
work, and no doubt they were right.) Orthodox medicine has no
explanation for the speedy, if temporary, recuperation that ensued. The
grimmest prognoses would be confirmed soon enough, but after

Koussevitzky's visit Bartok rallied so astonishingly that the incredulous

specialists authorized his discharge from the hospital.

Seeking the sun, Bartok wandered southward. He stopped at Asheville,

North Carolina, where he rented a piano-less room and started

composing. Almost immediately his publisher's New York office began to

receive urgent requests for music paper. As fast as the bundles arrived he

wrote for more. There and then, between 15 August and 8 October, the

Concerto for Orchestra became a reality. Bartok sent the autograph

manuscript for copying in three separate batches as the work took shape.

As evidence of Koussevitzky's enthusiastic advocacy, it is of more than

passing interest that one review of the premiere (by Cyrus Durgin in the

Boston Globe) apparently inspired the conductor to reschedule the work in the

same Friday/Saturday series four weeks later! It has been said that

Koussevitzky was angered by the critical consensus, but a perusal of the

original notices hardly supports this contention; the reception ranged

I
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from extreme cordiality to soaring panegyric. Koussevitzky's repeat

performances almost surely were prompted by this passage in the Globe

article: "So much new music is heard once or twice and then forgotten

that I hope Mr. Bartok's Concerto will be a fortunate exception to the

rule. Let's hear it again this season." Having heard it on 1 and 2 December
1944 the same subscription audiences did hear it again within the month;

it was performed again 29 and 30 December 1944, and it has been

in the international standard repertoire ever since.

Having put right various other errors, it remains to correct one last

one. Numerous sources perpetuate the misinformation (apparently

traceable to the aforementioned Heinsheimer article) that Bartok was not

present in Symphony Hall for the premiere of his Concerto for Orchestra. But

in fact he was, of course, present. I clearly remember his acknowledging

the applause with diffident little bows, and this is attested by the next

day's reviews.

On the following 10 January came the first New York performance,

again by the Boston Symphony under Koussevitzky. It was a bitter cold

night, but Carnegie Hall never seemed warmer. Bartok's health once more
had taken a turn for the worse, and Koussevitzky had to lead the small,

stooped figure onstage very, very slowly while the house cheered and

cheered. Then the conductor slipped quickly out of sight and left Bartok

alone for the audience to deal with as he was sure they would. Bartok

knew then, no matter how often he had wondered before, that

he had touched the hearts of the multitude. Trembling but at long last

triumphant, he went home that night—home was a miniscule apartment

three blocks away— with his cup overflowing, full of plans for the future.

Structurally, the Concerto for Orchestra is like an ingenious building: as

much as the experts admire it they are compelled to take it apart in search

of some elusive principle. Whether or not to discourage this mischief,

Bartok prepared this analytic precis for the first Boston performances:

"The title of this symphony-like orchestral work is explained by its

tendency to treat the single instruments or instrument groups in a

'concertant' or soloistic manner. The Virtuoso' treatment appears, for

instance, in the fugato sections of the development of the first movement
(brass instruments), or in the 'perpetuum mobile '-like passage of the principal

theme in the last movement (strings), and, especially, in the second

movement, in which pairs of instruments consecutively appear with

brilliant passages.

"As for the structure of the work, the first and fifth movements are

written in a more or less regular sonata form. The development of the

first contains fugato sections for brass; the exposition in the finale is

somewhat extended, and its development consists of a fugue built on the

last theme of the exposition. Less traditional forms are found in the

second and third movements. The main part of the second consists of a

chain of independent short sections, by wind instruments consecutively

introduced in five pairs (bassoons, oboes, clarinets, flutes, and muted
trumpets). Thematically, the five sections have nothing in common. A
kind of 'trio'— a short chorale for brass instruments and side-drum—
follows, after which the five sections are recapitulated in a more elaborate

instrumentation. The structure of the fourth movement likewise is chain-
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like; three themes appear successively. These constitute the core of the

movement, which is enframed by a misty texture of rudimentary motifs.

Most of the thematic material of this movement derives from the

'introduction' to the first movement. The form of the fourth movement

—

'Intermezzo interrotto' ['Interrupted Intermezzo']— could be rendered by the

letter symbols 'ABA— interruption— BA.'"

One would never guess from the foregoing no-nonsense outline, nor

from the marvelously witty, powerfully affirmative work itself (including,

by the way, a hilarious burlesque of Shostakovich's Seventh Symphony in

the Intermezzo), that this score was the orchestral last will and testament

of a frail, failing man who weighed something under eighty-seven pounds.

Its triumphant success renewed his confidence, all right; but there was no

renewing his vigor. Eight months after that thunderous ovation in

Carnegie Hall, Bela Bartok was dead.

—James Lyons

The late James Lyons, editor of The American Record Guide, won the Deems Taylor

Award of the American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers for his

Boston Symphony program notes.
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NOTES

Hector Berlioz

The Damnation of Faust, Dramatic legend in four parts, Opus 24

Hector- Louis Berlioz was born in Cote -Saint -Andre, Department of here, France, on

11 December 1803 and died in Paris on 8 March 1869. He began to compose

La Damnation de Faust in 1845 and completed it on 19 October 1846. The composer

conducted the first performance on 6 December 1846 at the Opera -Comique. It was first

performed in America on 12 February 1880 when Leopold 'Damrosch introduced it in

New York. The score calls for three flutes and two piccolos, two oboes and two English

horns, two clarinets and bass clarinet, four bassoons, four horns, two trumpets, two

cornets- a -piston, three trombones, two tubas, timpani, percussion, two harps, strings,

soloists, and chorus.

Goethe's Faust was paramount among the dramas drawn upon by nineteenth -

century composers for their musical texts. Its influence was extensive,

thanks to the opera and concert settings derived from it by Berlioz,

Schumann, Liszt, Gounod, and Boito— the best-known adapters—and to

many others. The Goethean epic even extended its influence into the

twentieth century via Mahler and Busoni, though Busoni's opera libretto

is more indebted to an old Faust puppet-play than to Goethe's directly. At

any rate the principal works in question can be charted as follows:

Huit Scenes de Faust (concert work)

Line Faust Ouvertiire (first version)

La Damnation de Faust (concert work)

Scenen aus Goethes 'Faust' (concert work)

Line Faust Symphonie

Faust (French opera)

Mefistofele (Italian opera)

Symphony No. 8

Doktor Faust (German opera)

(Schumann's, Liszt's, and Mahler's are settings of portions of Goethe's original

German text; Wagner's concert overture inspired by Goethe cannot be

ignored, even though it is of course completely non-vocal— just as Liszt's

symphony is mainly non-vocal.) Here we have almost a full century of

musical Fausts! Hector Berlioz was first on the scene, then, and was very

nearly the second as well.

In November 1827, when Gerard de Nerval's excellent French translation

of Goethe's play first appeared, Berlioz was only a twenty-three-year-old

student. Beethoven had died the previous March, and in September Berlioz

had seen and fallen hopelessly in love with Henrietta Smithson. In

Weimar, the seventy-eight-year-old Goethe himself had greeted Nerval's

version with high enthusiasm. "I cannot read Faust any more in German,"
he declared, "but in this French translation everything is again fresh, new
and ingenious." As for Berlioz, he said in his Memoirs: "I was fascinated by

it instantly, and always carried it about with me, reading it anywhere
and everywhere— at dinner, in the theater, even in the streets. The
translation was in prose, and with some versified fragments of songs,

r^U-

1828 Berlioz

1840 Wagner
1846 Berlioz

1853 Schumann
1857 Liszt

1859 Gounod
1868 Boito

1906 Mahler

1924 Busoni
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hymns, etc. I yielded to the temptation of setting these; and no sooner

was this difficult task ended than I was foolish enough to have them

printed at my own expense/'

The "versified fragments" with orchestra accompaniment, published as

Eight Scenes from 'Faust,' were as follows:

1 Easter Hymn
2 Song and Dance of the Peasants

3 Chorus of Sylphs

4 Brander's Song of the Rat

5 Mephistopheles's Song of the Flea

6 Marguerite's Ballad of the King of Thule

7 Marguerite's Song, "My peace has fled"

8 Mephistopheles's Serenade

Faust himself, as we see, did not yet make an appearance in these

set-pieces.

Never lacking in temerity, young Berlioz was nothing loath to send

Goethe himself a copy of this music for which he had, after all, paid a

pretty penny. He attached a suitably deferential letter. As in similar cases,

the aging poet sent the score on to his composer-friend Carl Zelter,

saying: "Do me the kindness of giving me your Zelterian judgment of the

work, and calm the curiosity I feel at the sight of these patterns of notes

which seem so strange and marvelous." On examination of the score,

Zelter replied that there ought to be an opportunity "some day or other of

using as an object lesson this fragment of an abortion resulting from a

hideous incest." This Berlioz, he avouched, was one of those who could

not participate in anything "except by noisy expectorations, sneezing,

croakings, and vomitings."

Ernest Newman said of the Eight Scenes in 1933: "When this splendid and

extraordinarily original music was written, Beethoven had been in his

grave less than two years . . . Although Berlioz had already tried his hand

at several things, he issued the Eight Scenes as his Opus 1. The work is

certainly the most astounding Opus 1 that the world of music had ever

known, or, in all probability, will ever know. It contained, in addition to

numbers such as the 'Song of the Rat' and the 'Song of the Flea,' which

can still hold their own among their competitors, such immortal

masterpieces as the two songs of Margaret and the Serenade, and, in the

'Chorus of Sylphs,' a piece of tone-painting that is as remarkable today as

it was a hundred years ago . . . Poor Zelter, of course, could make nothing

of it; the mere sight of the orchestral layout of the Sylph music must have

given him vertigo."

Having later decided to compose a more comprehensive and dramatic

concert work on Faust, Berlioz vented an opinion of the Eight Scenes in his

Memoirs that would seem, superficially, to be closer to Zelter's verdict than

to Newman's. Referring to a friendly reaction to the score from a well-

known critic in Berlin, he continued: "This unexpected encouragement,

coming as it did from Germany, gave me the greatest pleasure; but it did

not blind me to the many and grave defects of the' work, which was
incomplete and badly written. It had, however, some good points, which I

retained and developed in quite a new form in my legend, La Damnation de

- - • I
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Faust. As soon as I became convinced of its worthlessness I withdrew the

work from circulation and destroyed all the copies I could lay hands on/'

Eighteen years later, the more mature but no less flamboyant composer

of Symphonie fantastique, ttlio, Harold en Italie, Romeo et Juliette, and Symphonie

funebre et triomphale returned once more to Faust. It was early in 1846, when
he was conducting, in a tour of the European musical capitals, excerpts

from his works with greater success then he had been able to muster in

Paris. "During these travels in Austria, Hungary, Bohemia, and Silesia/' he

wrote, "I began the composition of the legend of Faust, which I had long

been planning. When I had once decided upon undertaking it, I also made

up my mind to write nearly the whole libretto myself, as not more than

one-sixth of the work was taken up by a translation of fragments of

Goethe's poem made by Gerard de Nerval twenty years before and then

set to music by me, and by a few more scenes written by M. [Almire]

Gandonniere from notes given him before I left Paris.

"Such being my decision, I attempted to write the verses for my music

as I rolled along in my old German post-chaise. I began with Faust's

'Invocation to Nature/ not trying either to translate or even to imitate

Goethe's masterpiece, but only to use it as an inspiration, and extract all

its musical substance . . . Once launched, I wrote the rest by degrees, as

my musical ideas came to me, and composed the score with a facility I

have rarely experienced with any of my other works. I wrote when I could

and where I could— in the coach, on the railroad, in steamboats and even

in towns, notwithstanding the various cares entailed by my concerts.

Thus I wrote the Introduction in an inn at Passau. At Vienna I did the

Elbe scene, Mephistopheles's song Void des roses, and the sylphs' ballet . . .

"One night, when I had lost my way in Pesth, I wrote the choral refrain

of the Ronde des paysans by the gaslight in a shop. At Prague I got up in the

middle of the night to write down a melody I was afraid of forgetting—
the angels' chorus in Marguerite's apotheosis, Remonte au del. At Breslau I

wrote the words and music of the students' Latin song, Jam nox stellata. On
my return to France I composed the grand trio, Ange adore, on a visit to

the Baron de Montville, near Rouen."

What inspired Berlioz more than anything, no doubt, and set visions of

triumph dancing in his head, was the extraordinary success he had

achieved in Hungary, during his tour, with an attractively adaptable short

piece. "Before my departure for Hungary," he wrote, "a Viennese amateur,

well up in the ways of the country which I was about to visit, had

brought me a volume of old airs. 'If you wish to please the Hungarians/

said he, 'write a piece on one of their national themes.' I took his advice

and chose the theme of Rakoczi, on which I wrote the grand march you
know. No sooner had the announcement of this new piece spread through

Pesth than the national imagination began to ferment. They wondered
how I should treat that famous—one might say almost sacred— theme,

which had long set all Hungarian hearts beating with enthusiasm for

liberty and glory.

"There was even some anxiety on the subject; they dreaded a

profanation . . . On the day of the concert, I felt a certain tightening in

my throat when the moment came for producing the piece. After a

trumpet phrase based on the rhythm of the first bars of the melody, the
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theme appears, you will remember, performed piano by the flutes and

clarinets, and accompanied pizzicato by the stringed instruments. To this

unexpected exposition the public listened in silence. But when, after a

long crescendo, fugued fragments of the theme reappeared, interrupted

by dull beats of the big drum, simulating the effect of distant cannon, the

room began to seethe with an indescribable sound. And when at length

the orchestra burst out in a furious melee and hurled forth the long-

delayed fortissimo, it was shaken by the most unheard-of cries and

stampings. The concentrated fury of all this burning audience exploded in

accents that made me shiver in terror. I felt as if my hair were standing

on end/'

Thus he resolved to introduce the march into Faust, "by taking the

liberty of placing my hero in Hungary at the opening of the action, and

making him present at the march of a Hungarian army across the plain/'

For this liberty Berlioz was severely reprimanded by a noted German
critic and others, and so he made his reply in the preface to the score,

pointing out that the composer ought to have no less scope than the

dramatist in adapting the material at hand:

"It has been asked by many why the author sends his hero to Hungary.

The answer is simply because he wished to introduce a composition, the

theme of which is Hungarian. This he does not hesitate to admit openly;

and he would have sent him anywhere else, had any other musical motive

induced him to do so. Did not Goethe himself, in his second part of Faust,

take his hero to Sparta into the palace of Menelaus?" In his Memoirs he

added that he had not bound himself to follow Goethe's plot, and that "the

most eccentric travels may be attributed to such a personage as Faust

without transgressing the bounds of possibility." And finally he remarked:

"I have often wondered why these same critics never reproached me
about the libretto of Romeo et Juliette, which is not very like the immortal

tragedy. No doubt because Shakespeare was not a German. Patriotism!

Fetishism! Idiocy!"

Thus Hungary's "almost sacred" tune became permanently affixed to a

German legend, through Berlioz's dramatic adaptation. The final change

of context for the Rakoczi March was what would be called, in the

popular jargon of today, a "ripoff," since it occurs with the "Dance of the

Sylphs" and the "Minuet of the Will-o'-the-Wisps" in the short suite of

orchestral excerpts from La Damnation.

Berlioz dedicated his "dramatic legend" to Franz Liszt, and Liszt later

returned the compliment by dedicating his Faust Symphony to Berlioz. The
year 1846, which engendered the bulk of his work on La Damnation, did

not end without its premiere, though hardly the dreamed-of triumph. "To
have written it was nothing," the composer's Memoirs continue. "I wanted
to bring it out; and then began all my misfortunes and miseries. The
copying of the orchestral and vocal parts cost me an immense sum, and

the numerous rehearsals on which I insisted, and the exorbitant price of

1,600 francs for the hire of the Opera -Comique, the only room then at my
disposal, embarked me in an undertaking that was bound to end in

ruin . . . Years had elapsed since the first performance of Romeo et Juliette,

during which the indifference of the Parisian public about everything

concerning literature and the arts had made incredible strides ... It was
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the end of November; snow was falling, the weather was dreadful. I had

no fashionable cantatrice to sing the part of Marguerite . . . The result

was that Faust was twice performed to a half-empty room. The concert-

going Parisian public, supposed to be fond of music, stayed quietly at home."

After that financial disaster, Paris was not to see another complete

Damnation of Faust during Berlioz's lifetime. It became immensely popular

only after his death; and, at the turn of the century, it also began to be

staged as an opera— first in Monte Carlo and then at the Metropolitan,

Covent Garden, etc. That development has evoked a new controversy, the

cantata itself no longer being controversial. The opera producers have not

failed to note that the score is sprinkled with evident ''stage directions."

But in the operatic versions other works of Berlioz too have usually been

drawn upon to provide additional music for scene changes. Sir Thomas
Beecham, for example, introduced a fugal passage in F sharp minor from

L'Enfance du Christ to bridge Parts I and II. "This," wrote Ernest Newman,
"proceeds quite naturally from the A major of the Hungarian March, and

leads as naturally, when the curtain rises, into the F sharp minor of

Faust's monologue . . . while the crime has been avoided of adding to

the score of Faust any music that is not Berlioz's own."
In his book Berlioz and the Romantic Century, on the other hand, Jacques

Barzun argues that "such transfers always involve mutilation,

interpolations, utterly needless visual effects— and moreover leave the

spectator disappointed. For the drama of the Damnation is symbolic,

invisible, evocative. Had Berlioz intended an opera, his design would have

been notably different; he would not have limited himself to three

principals, chorus, and orchestra, and other scenes would have been

chosen: we know this on his own authority, in letters relating to the

requirements of a true Faust opera."

Barzun also reasons that La Damnation, as a concert work, is no
"haphazard exploitation of whatever is picturesque in the philosophical

poem," as frequently has been assumed, but "a highly organized entity

whose parts cast mutual reflections one on another . . . [The] choral close

balances the Easter chorus in Part II, just as the orchestral march and
minuet balance each other in I and III. The first three parts open with

Faust, the last— in which Faust sinks to perdition— with Marguerite; each

opening is individual and characteristic, and marks a leap forward in the

drama, just as each closing is collective, anonymous, and, except for the

last one, tragically soulless . . . This 'philosophy' is more persuasive in

that Berlioz did not consciously force it into plot or words, but let it

express him, through his choice of musical scenes and their treatment."

All commentators seem to be agreed, at least, that The Damnation of Faust

is the most lyrical of his larger vocal works. Here, indeed, Berlioz's

marvelous orchestra sings almost as continuously as his solo and choral

voices. All the more effective, then, is the solitary, abrupt descent into the

fantasy of a nightmare in the unparalleled "Ride to the Abyss" of Part IV

—

an even more compelling nightmare than the corresponding "Dream of a

Witches' Sabbath" in Symphonie fantastique.

— Jack Diether

Jack Diether, best known as a leading authority on Mahler and as president of The
New York Mahlerites, is a music critic and a frequent contributor of program notes

to symphony orchestras and record companies.
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The Damnation of Faust (Synopsis)

Part I

A plain in Hungary

Introduction

Faust, alone in the fields at sunrise, sings an apostrophe to nature and

remarks on the sweetness of solitude, far from human strife. As he

concludes, fragments of a peasant dance and Hungarian march are heard.

The latter are distant warlike echoes which begin to disturb the peace of

the pastoral scene.

Peasant Dance (Faust and Chorus)

Contraltos lead the choral dance; Faust envies them their simple joy.

Another part of the plain (Faust)

An army advances, and Faust observes their proud and happy manner,

the fire in their eyes. Every heart must respond, he declares— except his

own. The troops pass by to the Hungarian march. Faust leaves the scene

as the din mounts.

Part II

In the north of Germany

Faust alone in his study. Easter hymn.

Faust reflects that pastoral solitude bored him after all. He finds no joy

in earthly pursuits. He lifts a poisoned cup to his lips, but is stayed by the

sound of an Easter hymn outside. His eyes fill with tears as he recalls

happy days of childhood and the sweetness of prayer. He lets the

cup fall.

Faust and Mephistopheles

Mephistopheles makes a sudden appearance, piercing Faust with his

burning glance. He informs Faust that he is the spirit of life, who can give

him everything he longs for if Faust will but follow him. They disappear

into the air.
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Auerbach's cellar in Leipzig

Mephistopheles shows Faust a company of students and other revelers

singing the praises of wine. Some of them ask for a pleasant yarn, and

Brander sings the ribald "Song of the Rat," which the students conclude

with a Requiescat in pace. He then invites all to join in an Amen.

Mephistopheles tells Faust to attend well, and he will see bestiality in its

natural state. The revelers sing a fugue on the theme of Brander's song.

Mephistopheles compliments them by saying he would have sworn he was
in church, and offers to sing something just as touching. The students

little relish this mockery from a stranger, but they consent.

Mephistopheles sings the "Song of the Flea," the revelers echoing the

refrain. Faust announces he has had enough, and he and Mephistopheles

again disappear.

Woods and meadow on the banks of the Elbe

Back in an idyllic spot, Mephistopheles sings Faust to sleep. As Faust

begins to dream, the chorus of gnomes and sylphs conjures up for him a

vision of Marguerite, child of innocence and love, while Mephistopheles

suggestively repeats "Happy, happy Faust!" Faust reiterates Marguerite's

name in his sleep. Dance of the sylphs. The spirits of the air hover about

Faust, then disappear one by one. Faust awakens in an extreme agitation

of burning ardor. Mephistopheles tells him to follow him once more.

Chorus of soldiers and students marching toward the town

Soldiers on leave sing the praises of conquest in war and love. Some
students strike up their own chant, singing in Latin: "Under the smiling

moon let us scour the town for young maidens, so that tomorrow we can

say, like happy Caesars, 'I came, I saw I conquered.'" The soldiers' chorus

is recapitulated, while Faust and Mephistopheles take up the students'

song.
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Part III

Evening in Marguerite's chamber

Drum and trumpet retreat (Faust)

Drums and trumpets sound a retreat. Alone in Marguerite's room, Faust

sings of his love for her image. Walking slowly, he examines the contents

of the room with passionate interest.

Faust and Mephistopheles

Mephistopheles rushes in and tells Faust to conceal himself. As he hides

Faust behind a curtain, he remarks that his will-o'-the-wisps will sing

him a fine bridal song. As Mephistopheles disappears, Faust attempts to

calm his own excitement.

Marguerite

Marguerite enters, holding a lamp in her hand. She says to herself she is

afraid, like a child, and recalls her troubling dream of the night before in

which she saw her future lover. As she sits braiding her hair, she sings

the ancient ballad, "The King of Thule." Her voice drops at the end as she

falls asleep.

A square in front of Marguerite's house

Mephistopheles reappears. He conjures up the fiery, deceitful ministers

of hell and commands them to dance. Minuet of the will-o'-the-wisps.

The dance over, Mephistopheles, pretending to play a hurdy-gurdy, says:

"Now let us sing to this beauty a moral song, to make surer her

perdition." He sings a mocking serenade, later joined by the chorus of the

will-o'-the-wisps. He dismisses the apparitions and conceals himself to

observe the scene he has set.

Marguerite's room (Marguerite and Faust)

Marguerite awakens and sees by her bed the man of whom she has

dreamed. She acknowledges her feelings, and they sing of their mutual

ardor.

Marguerite, Faust, Mephistopheles, and Chorus

Mephistopheles enters suddenly, to Marguerite's great alarm and Faust's

consternation. He warns them that the neighbors have been aroused and

are in the street; their shouts and jeers are soon heard below. Marguerite

urges the pair to escape by the garden. Their parting trio is nearly

overwhelmed by the growing hubbub.
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Part IV

Marguerite's room. Romance.

Marguerite laments Faust's absence and apparent desertion in a

passionate soliloquy. Retreat sounds once more, and again the choruses

of soldiers and students are heard in the distance.

Forests and caves. Invocation to nature.

Faust, alone, hurls his cosmic despair into the torrents and tempests.

Recitative and chase (Faust and Mephistopheles)

Mephistopheles appears among the rocks. He tells Faust that Marguerite

is in prison for murder: in her anxious nightly expectation of Faust she

has administered overdoses of a sleeping potion to her mother.

Mephistopheles will rescue her, despite Faust's scathing accusation, if Faust

will sign a pledge to serve him thereafter. Faust snatches the parchment

and signs it, crying. "What is tomorrow to me, while I suffer now?"
Mephistopheles summons the black horses Vortex and Giaour.

The ride to the abyss (Faust, Mephistopheles, and Chorus)

Faust and Mephistopheles are galloping to hell, although Faust still thinks

he is going to Marguerite. They ride through a group of peasants singing

a Sancta Maria at a wayside cross and scatter them in confusion. A growling

sound is heard. Faust declares he is pursued by a terrible monster, while

great birds of night beat at him with frightful screams. "Are you afraid?"

asks Mephistopheles. "Let us go back! The death knell already tolls for

her." Faust cries, "No! I hear it!" He redoubles his speed while

Mephistopheles spurs his own horse with shouts of "Hop! Hop!" Faust

becomes more and more breathless and terrified. Skeletons dance in ranks,

the sky rains blood, the earth heaves, and Mephistopheles cries out in a

voice of thunder: "He is ours! I have conquered!" They fall into the

abyss.

Pandemonium. Epilogue on earth.

A chorus of the damned greets Mephistopheles in the language of the

demons. The Princes of Darkness ask him whether Faust is legally

delivered to the fires. "He has freely signed," Mephistopheles replies.

Demons bear Mephistopheles in triumph, while others dance around him
singing. The infernal scene fades into the distance. After a moment of

silence, there is an epilogue on earth. Solemn voices led by unison basses

announce, sotto voce, that the dreadful deed has been accomplished far

below, and now hell is again silent.

In heaven

A chorus of celestial spirits receives the spirit of Marguerite, exclaiming,

"She has loved deeply, Lord!" A soprano voice reiterates her name as they

sing, "Come, Marguerite, come." A chorus of children joins in her

apotheosis.
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December 17, 1894-July 10, 1979
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ARTISTS

Concord String Quartet

Founded in 1971, the Concord String Quartet won the prestigious

Naumburg Chamber Music Award that same year. As quartet-in-

residence at Dartmouth College, its four members combine teaching

duties with a year-round concert series, six hours of rehearsal each day,

radio and television appearances, recordings, and travel to nearly one

hundred cities in this country and abroad. As champions of American

music, the quartet has given the world premieres of more than fifty

works, including George Rochberg's Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth quartets,

written for them and performed in honor of the composer's sixtieth

birthday. They frequently play the complete quartets of Beethoven,

Schubert, and Bartok, as well as the rest of the standard literature, and

their first recordings won two Grammy nominations as well as numerous
citations and awards.

Violinist Mark Sokol was born in Oberlin, Ohio and raised in Seattle,

where he studied for fifteen years with his father, Vilem Sokol. He
completed his studies with Robert Mann and Dorothy Delay at Juilliard.

Violinist Andrew Jennings was born in Buffalo, New York, where he

studied violin and chamber music with Pamela Gearhart and the Budapest

Quartet. He was a scholarship student of Ivan Galamian at Juilliard, where
he also worked with Felix Galimir and the Juilliard Quartet, and before

joining the Concord Quartet he was assistant to Rafael Druian at the

California Institute of the Arts.

Born in South Bend, Indiana, violist John Kochanowski studied at the

Interlochen Arts Academy and at Juilliard, where his principal teachers

were Robert Mann and Walter Trampler. He also studied with Bruno
Giuranna at the Accademia Musicale Chigiana in Siena, Italy.

Cellist Norman Fischer began studying the cello in his home town of

Plymouth, Michigan and, after finishing high school at the Interlochen

Arts Academy, attended the Oberlin Conservatory of Music, where his

principal teacher was Richard Kapuscinski.
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Gunther Schuller

Born in New York City in 1925,

composer/conductor/educator/author/

administrator Gunther Schuller was
playing in the New York Philharmonic

under Toscanini at sixteen, was
appointed principal French horn of

the Cincinnati Symphony at seven-

teen, was soloist with that orchestra

the following season in his own
horn concerto, and, by nineteen,

had accepted a position with the

Metropolitan Opera Orchestra. In 1959 Mr. Schuller resigned as solo

horn of the Metropolitan to devote full time to composition, and he has

received commissions from the Chicago Symphony, the New York

Philharmonic, and, through a Ford Foundation grant, the Minneapolis

Symphony. He has composed works for the New York City Ballet and the

Hamburg State Opera, and his recent scores include a second horn

concerto written for Barry Tuckwell; Dea'i, a work for two orchestras

premiered by the Boston Symphony and Toho School Orchestras in 1978;

a trumpet concerto commissioned by the Ford Foundation for Gerard

Schwarz; Tre Invenzioni, written for the twentieth anniversary of the

Fromm Music Foundation; and a violin concerto written in 1976 for Zvi

Zeitlin and commissioned by the Eastman School of Music.

Mr. Schuller's appearances as conductor have included among others

the orchestras of Boston, Chicago, New York, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Los

Angeles, and San Francisco, and, in Europe, the Berlin Philharmonic,

London's BBC Symphony and Philharmonia Orchestra, the French Radio

Orchestra, and the Bavarian Radio Symphony. From 1963 through 1965,

Mr. Schuller organized and conducted Twentieth -Century Innovations, a

history-making concert series sponsored by the Carnegie Hall

Corporation. He broadcast a weekly series of 153 programs on
Contemporary Music in Evolution over New York's WBAI radio, later heard on
seventy-seven stations throughout the country, and in 1973 he wrote and

hosted Changing Music, a series on contemporary music produced for PBS by

WGBH in Boston. His work with the New England Conservatory Ragtime

Ensemble, particularly his reorchestrations of Scott Joplin works derived

from that composer's long -lost Red Back Book and recorded for Angel

Records, was a major factor in the popular ragtime revival of the mid-

seventies, and he conducted the Broadway premiere of Joplin's opera

Treemonisha in October of 1975.

As an educator, Gunther Schuller taught French horn at the Manhattan
School of Music from 1952 through 1964. From 1963 to 1965 he was
acting head of the Composition Department of the Berkshire Music

Center at Tanglewood and in 1965 succeeded Aaron Copland as head of

the department, thereby becoming responsible for directing contemporary
music activities at the BMC. He also served on the music faculty of Yale

University as Associate Professor of Composition, a post he left to
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become President of the New England Conservatory of Music, where he

remained from 1967 to 1977. Mr. Schuller is the recipient of numerous
honors, including the National Institute of Arts and Letters Award, the

Brandeis Creative Arts Award, two successive Guggenheim Fellowships,

the Darius Milhaud Award, the Alice M. Ditson Conducting Award, and

the Rodgers and Hammerstein Award. He holds honorary degrees from
Northeastern University, the University of Illinois, Colby College,

Williams College, and the New England Conservatory of Music.

Mr. Schuller is a member of the National Institute of Arts and Letters and the

National Council of the Arts.

Joseph Silverstein

Joseph Silverstein joined the Boston

Symphony Orchestra in 1955 at the

age of twenty-three, became Concert-

master in 1962, and Assistant

Conductor at the beginning of the

1971-72 season. A native of Detroit,

he began his musical studies with his

father, a violin teacher, and later

attended the Curtis Institute in

Philadelphia. His teachers included

Joseph Gingold, Mischa Mischakoff,

and Efrem Zimbalist. In 1959 he was a winner of the Queen Elisabeth of

Belgium International Competition, and in 1960 he won the Walter W.
Naumburg Award.

Mr. Silverstein has appeared as soloist with the orchestras of Denver,

Detroit, Los Angeles, New York, Indianapolis, Milwaukee, Philadelphia,

and Rochester in this country, and abroad in Jerusalem and Brussels. He
appears regularly with the Boston Symphony as soloist, and he conducts

the Orchestra frequently in Symphony Hall and at Tanglewood. He has

also conducted, among others, the Los Angeles Philharmonic, the

Rochester Philharmonic, and the Jerusalem Symphony.

As first violinist and music director of the Boston Symphony Chamber
Players, Joseph Silverstein led that group's 1967 tour to the Soviet Union,

Germany, and England. He has participated with the Chamber Players in

recordings for RCA and Deutsche Grammophon, and he has recorded

works of Mrs. H.H.A. Beach and Arthur Foote for New World Records

with pianist Gilbert Kalish. He is Chairman of the Faculty of the

Berkshire Music Center at Tanglewood and Assistant Professor of Music

at Boston University. In the fall of 1976, Mr. Silverstein led the Boston

University Symphony Orchestra to a silver medal prize in the Herbert

von Karajan Youth Orchestra Competition in Berlm, and for the 1979-80

season he will be Interim Music Director of the Toledo Symphony.
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Malcolm Frager

Pianist Malcolm Frager divides his

time equally between Europe and the

United States playing over one

hundred concerts each season, and

his most recent of more than

twenty-five recordings is a digital

disc of Chopin piano works for

Telarc Records. A student of the

renowned Carl Friedberg, who was a

pupil of Clara Schumann and

Johannes Brahms, Mr. Frager is also

a magna cum laude graduate in languages from Columbia University. His

fluency in seven languages stands him in good stead on international

tours, and once, when during a South American tour a pedal fell off the

piano, he remained on stage chatting with the audience in Spanish while

it was being repaired. He is versatile at handling different types of

problems: on one occasion he played a recital during a power blackout in a

dark hall, a miner's lamp on his head.

Mr. Frager was the first pianist ever to win both the Edgar M.
Leventritt Competition and the Queen Elisabeth of Belgium International

Music Competition. Born in St. Louis in 1935, he began studying piano

when he was four, gave his first concert in his home town at six, and

made his debut as soloist at ten with the St. Louis Symphony under

Vladimir Golschmann. He is now the most widely-traveled pianist of his

generation, having at recent count played in over seventy foreign

countries with every major orchestra. Mr. Frager has performed regularly

with the Boston Symphony since his initial appearances at Tanglewood

in 1963.

Julia Varady

Soprano Julia Varady made her

greatly awaited debut at the Metro-

politan Opera during the 1977-78

season singing Donna Elvira in

Mozart's Don^Giovanni. Born in

Oradea, Rumania, she began violin

lessons at age six at the local

conservatory and studied violin,

voice, theory, and musical pedagogy

at nearby Cluj. By the time she

graduated from the Cluj Musical

Academy her gifts as a singer were recognized, and she made her operatic

debut as Fiordiligi at Cluj's Rumanian State Opera. A vocal student of

Emilia Popp and Arta Florescu, Ms. Varady took first prize at,the

International Concourse for Radiophonic Opera, studied and coached

operatic roles in Rome with Cesarina Buonerba, then began to accept
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engagements at the leading European opera houses. Her roles include five

Mozart heroines, Gluck's Euridice and Alceste, Rosina in // barbiere di

Siviglia, Verdi's Violetta, Gounod's Marguerite, and leading ladies of

Mascagni, Puccini, Richard Strauss, and Bartok.

As a concert singer, Ms. Varady has appeared with numerous
orchestras in the music capitals of Europe as well as in America. This

weekend's performance of Berlioz's Damnation of Faust marks her debut

appearance with the Boston Symphony Orchestra, and she rejoins the

BSO for the same work in Berlin next month as part of the Orchestra's

tour of European music festivals.
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Kenneth Riegel

Tenor Kenneth Riegel has sung

regularly with the Boston Symphony
since he first appeared at Tangle-

wood in August of 1971 under Colin

Davis. Mr. Riegel came to the

attention of the international music

world singing the title role in the

New York premiere of Henze's The

Young Lord. He made his Metro-

politan Opera debut in 1973 in

Berlioz's Les Troyens, and he has

subsequently been heard there in Wozzeck, Die Meistersinger, Fidelio, Salome, and

Die Zauberflote. Outside the United States, Mr. Riegel has sung Salzburg

Festival performances of Mahler's Eighth under Leonard Bernstein,

participated in the Flanders Festival's Dream of Gerontius by Elgar, and made

his Vienna State Opera debut as Alfredo in La traviata. He was also heard in

the title role of Gounod's Faust in Vienna's 1977 June Festival, and he has

been a frequent guest of the Paris Opera, where he was chosen to portray

Alva in the premiere production of the three-act version of Berg's Lulu.
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Mr. Riegel has sung performances of Beethoven's Ninth with the

Cleveland Orchestra, Stravinsky's Oedipus Rex under James Levine at the

Cincinnati May Festival, and New York Philharmonic performances of

Berlioz's Damnation of Faust. He made three separate appearances with the

Boston Symphony Orchestra at Tanglewood in 1977, under Leonard
Bernstein, Seiji Ozawa, and Andrew Davis, and his Deutsche
Grammophon recording with Leonard Bernstein and the Boston

Symphony of Liszt's Faust Symphony won a 1978 Grand Prix du Disque. His

other recording credits, on Columbia, include Haydn's Harmonienmesse and
Lord Nelson Mass with Leonard Bernstein and the New York Philharmonic,

and Carl Orff's Carmina Burana with Michael Tilson Thomas conducting the

Cleveland Orchestra.

Paul Plishka

Born and raised in Old Forge,

Pennsylvania, bass -baritone Paul

Plishka won first place in the

Baltimore Opera Auditions when he

was twenty-three and joined the

National Company of the Metro-

politan Opera soon after. When the

National Company dissolved, the

Met invited him to join the parent

company, and, since his debut in

1967, Mr. Plishka has performed

AFE
IRO&ENADE
In The Colonnade Hotel.

120 Huntington Avenue.

7 AM to Midnight.

(Saturday 'til 1:00 AM.)

Live background music nightly

In -hotel parking available.

Telephone: 261-2800
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over forty roles at the Metropolitan, including Ramfis in Aida, Wurm in

Luisa Miller, Colline in La boheme, Leporello in Don Giovanni, and Pimen in

Boris Godunov. He first sang King Marke in the only Metropolitan Opera

performance of Tristan und Isolde featuring Birgit Nilsson and Jon Vickers

together in the lead roles, in January 1974. In addition to his Met

appearances, Mr. Plishka has starred with the opera companies of San

Francisco, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, New Orleans, Hartford, Newark,

Toledo/Dayton, Ottawa, and Vancouver, and in Europe at La Scala, the

Paris Opera, the Hamburg and Munich Staatsopern, Covent Garden, and

the Spoleto Festival.

Mr. Plishka is also in demand with the country's leading orchestras,

and he has sung with the Chicago, Cincinnati, and San Francisco

symphonies, the Los Angeles and New York Philharmonics, and the

National Symphony of Washington, D.C. He made his Boston Symphony

debut at Tanglewood in 1968, returning in 1976 for performances

of Beethoven's Ninth and Berlioz's Romeo et Juliette. His most recent BSO
appearances, in October 1976, were as Prince Gremin in Tchaikovsky's

Eugene Onegin in Boston and New York, conducted by Seiji Ozawa.

Douglas Lawrence

Baritone Douglas Lawrence, a native

Californian, has been much in

demand since his name was added to

the roster of the late impresario Sol

Hurok. He has given over forty

performances in Los Angeles, and he

has appeared at major music festivals

in Europe and the United States,

including Ojai, Aspen, Bethlehem,

and the Vienna Festival, where his

first in a series of recordings was
completed with the William Hall Chorale and the Vienna Festival

Symphony performing Britten's War Requiem. This was followed by his

European recital debut in Stuttgart.

While steadily building his reputation as a recitalist, Mr. Lawrence has

also become known for appearances in opera and oratorio, having made
his debut singing Christ in a staged version of Bach's St. Matthew Passion

given by the San Francisco Spring Opera Theatre. His San Diego Opera
debut was as Lescaut in Massenet's Manon during the 1974-75 season. For

his San Francisco Symphony debut under Seiji Ozawa, Mr. Lawrence sang

in Berlioz's Beatrice and Benedict as Somorone, a role he repeated for his

Boston Symphony debut in Boston and at Carnegie Hall in October of

1977. His orchestral appearances have also included Milwaukee,

Philadelphia, the National Symphony of Washington, D.C, and

Minnesota, under such conductors as Kenneth Schermerhorn, Eugene
Ormandy, Edo de Waart, and Zubin Mehta, in works ranging from Bach's

Christmas Oratorio to Beethoven's Ninth to the Verdi Requiem.
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Tanglewood Festival Chorus
John Oliver, Conductor

The Tanglewood Festival Chorus
was organized in the spring of 1970

when John Oliver became Director

of Vocal and Choral Activities at the

Berkshire Music Center. Originally

formed for performances at the

Boston Symphony's summer home,
the Chorus was soon playing a

major role in the Orchestra's

Symphony Hall season as well, and it

has performed regularly with Music

Director Seiji Ozawa, Principal Guest Conductor Colin Davis, Boston

Pops Conductor Arthur Fiedler, and with such prominent guests as

Leonard Bernstein, Klaus Tennstedt, Mstislav Rostropovich, Eugene
Ormandy, and Gunther Schuller.

Under the direction of conductor John Oliver, the all-volunteer

Tanglewood Festival Chorus has rapidly achieved recognition by

conductors, press, and public as one of the great orchestra choruses of the

world. It performs four or five major programs a year in Boston, travels

regularly with the Orchestra to New York City, has made numerous
recordings with the Orchestra for Deutsche Grammophon and New
World records, and continues to be featured at Tanglewood each summer.
For the Chorus's first appearance on records, in Berlioz's Damnation of

Faust, John Oliver and Seiji Ozawa received a Grammy Award nomination

for Best Choral Performance of 1975.

Unlike most other orchestra choruses, the Tanglewood Festival Chorus
also includes regular performances of a cappella repertory under John

Oliver in its schedule. Requiring a very different sort of discipline from
performance with orchestra, and ranging in musical content from baroque

to contemporary, a cappella programs are given yearly by the Chorus at

Tanglewood with great success. In the spring of 1977, John Oliver and

the Chorus were extended an unprecedented invitation by Deutsche

Grammophon to record a program of a cappella 20th-century American
choral music; this recently-released recording features works of Charles

Ives, Elliott Carter, Aaron Copland, and Jacob Druckman's Antiphonies,

written in 1963 and given its world premiere by the Chorus and John
Oliver at Tanglewood in 1976. *

Additional recordings with the Boston Symphony Orchestra for

Deutsche Grammophoil include Ravel's Daphnis and Chloe and the Ives

Fourth Symphony under Seiji Ozawa, Liszt's Faust Symphony with

Leonard Bernstein, and, on New World records, Roger Sessions's When
Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd with Seiji Ozawa.
John Oliver is also conductor of the MIT Choral Society, Lecturer in

Music at MIT, and conductor of the John Oliver Chorale, which gave its

debut performances in Boston and New York last season, and with which

he has recorded Donald Martino's Seven Pious Pieces for New
World Records.
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TANGLEWOOD FESTIVAL CHORUS 1978-79

John Oliver, Conductor

Sopranos

Margaret Aquino
Cynthia Armstrong
Camilla Blackman
Virginia K. Bowles
Mary Robin Collins

Susan Nowack Cook
Lou Ann David
Martha B. Fredrick

Alice Goodwin-Brown
Marilyn L. Haskel
Charlene Lorion Haugh
Anne E. Hoffman
Alice Honner
Anne M. Jacobsen

Paula Jean Jacobson

Frances V. Kadinoff

Carole Stevenson Kane
Barbara Abramoff Levy
Margo Lukens
Holly Lynn MacEwen
Elizabeth Moyer
Diana Noyes
Joan T. Pease

Nancy L. Peterson

Judith L. Rubenstein

Melody Scheiner

Joan Pernice Sherman
Jane Stein

Elizabeth S. Tatlock

Kathryn L. Tighe

Janet Wade
Pamela Wolfe

Mezzo-sopranos

Elizabeth Baldwin
Maisy Bennett

Yvonne Chen
Elizabeth Clark

Ellen Cutler

Catherine Diamond

Patricia M. Dunn
Kitty DuVernois
Ann Ellsworth

Dorrie Freedman
Roberta A. Gilbert

Thelma Hayes
Donna Hewitt
Leah Jansizian

Marjorie Davida Katz

Barbara E. Kramer
Dorothy Love
Sharron J. Lovins

Linda Lungren
Marjorie A. McDermott
Laurie Stewart Otten

Nina Saltus

Janet E. Shapiro

Ada Park Snider

Nancy Stevenson
Florence A. St. George
Normandy A. Waddell

Gloria Raymond Wagoner
Mary Westbrook-Geha

Tenors

Antone Aquino
E. Lawrence Baker, Jr.

Sewell E. Bowers, Jr.

Mitchell Brauner
George J. Carrette

Peter Clark

Albert R. Demers
Paul Dredge
Paul Foster

William E. Good
Robert Greer
Dean Hanson
Edward J. Haugh, Jr.

Wayne S. Henderson
Gregg A. Lange
Jack Maclnnis

F. Brian McConville
David E. Meharry
Dennis P. O'Brien

Raymond Parks

Dwight E. Porter

Ernest Redekop
Robert D. Ruplenas
Robert Schaffel

Paul Scharf

John H. Smith
John Sullivan

Christopher L. Williams

Basses

Peter Anderson
David H. Bowles
John Breen
Neil Clark

Charles A. Dinarello

John W. Ehrlich

Mark Thomas Feldhusen

Verne W. Hebard
John Henry
Glenn Holloway
Carl D. Howe
John Knowles
Daniel J. Kostreva

Henry Magno, Jr.

Gary F. Marcet
Frank G. Mihovan
David Miller

John Parker Murdock
Jules Rosenberg
Andrew Roudenko
Vladimir Roudenko
Benjamin Sears

Frank R. Sherman
Douglas Strickler

Bruce D. Taylor

Pieter Conrad White
Robert T. Whitman

Susan Almasi Mandel, Rehearsal Pianist

Jane Stein, Manager
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Eatchthe Spirit
Catch the Spirit of dance in America. In

one of its most picturesque and historic

homes. Jacob's Pillow.

July 2. Gala Benefit featuring 12 Sol-

oists of the Royal Danish Ballet.

July 3-7. Lotte Goslar's Pantomime
Circus in a 25th anniversary celebration.

July 10-14. An exclusive engagement of

Martine van Hamel and Friends in

solos and pas de deux, and the return of

Morca, Flamenco in Concert.

July 17-21. The Pillow debut of Takako

Asakawa and David Hatch Walker's new
company Asakawalker, plus a grand

new ballet partnership, Francesca
Corkle and Winthrop Corey and the

Jacob's Pillow Dancers.

July 24-28. The Pillow debut of So-

loists from Houston Ballet in a spe-

cially prepared repertory program.

July 31-Aug. 4. Solo artist Ze'eva

Cohen in her Pillow debut, Royal Dan-

ish Ballet stars Eva Kloborg and
Frank Andersen and the Jacob's Pil-

low Dancers.

August 7-11. Ohio Ballet in a trium-

phant return engagement after coast-to-

coast success.

August 14-18. The return of Nikolais

Dance Theatre in a stunning feast of

movement, media and sound.

August 21-25. Bavarian State Opera

Ballet stars Joyce Cuoco and Youri
Vamos appear by popular demand, In-

drani and Sukanya perform sensuous

and beguiling East Indian dances, and the

Jacob's Pillow Dancers.

Performances are Tuesday at 7:30 pm,

Wednesday, Friday and Saturday at 8:40

pm, Thursday and Saturday afternoons at

3. For tickets call 413-243-0745 or write

to Jacob's Pillow, Box 287, Lee, MA
01238.

Jacob's Pillow
Dance Festival.

J & J LUBRANO
Old and Rare Books

Prints • Autographs

specializing in

MUSIC & DANCE

Fine Items and Collections Purchased
Catalogues Issued

Close to Tanglewood &) Jacob's Pillow

P.O. Box 47 • Main Street

South Lee, MA 01260
1 Vi miles east of Stockbridge on Rt. 102

Telephone (413) 243-2218

THE SURPRISING
WHITE HART INN

White clapboards, dark shutters, wide porches,

towering elms. The classic New England country
inn. With some surprising extras. A world famous
British tea expert blends our fabulous Sarum
teas. A former officer in the Chinese Navy adds
a special Oriental dimension to an already-classic

menu (fantastic salads, quiche, crepes, home-
baked breads). Innkeeper John Harney holds

forth on the events of the day in the congenial

taproom. Complete facilities for you, your family,

your group, in all seasons.

Reservations suggested. Luncheon Noon to 2 PM.
Dinner 6 PM to 9 PM.

Fine Dining— Country Store Taproom—Accommodations
On the green in Salisbury, Conn.

(203)435-2511

COUNTRY CURTAINS
Country Curtains are

a charming tradition...

years of old-fashioned

quality and conscien-

tious service to thrifty

homemakers. This well-

known mail order
company has an out-

standing choice of
curtains, bed ensembles
and tablecloths that are

perfect with antiques,

reproductions, Vic-
torian and Period furni-

ture. Visit our sales-

room in the historic Red Lion Inn. ..or send for

our free catalog.

Monday through Saturday, 10am-5pm
Stockbridge, Massachusetts 01262
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Boston Boy Choir

Theodore Marier, director

In the fifteen years of its existence, the Boston Boy Choir has earned

acclaim from Maine to California and throughout Europe, where the

ensemble toured in 1972. The choir lists frequent appearances with the

Boston Symphony Orchestra among its performances, most recently

singing in Mahler's Third Symphony under Seiji Ozawa at the close of the

1977 Tanglewood season, and it is heard on Mr. Ozawa 's BSO recording

of Berlioz's Damnation of Faust for Deutsche Grammophon.
The choir is in residence at St. Paul's Church in Cambridge, Massac-

husetts, where Theodore Marier was named first Music Director

of the Boston Archdiocesan Choir School in 1963. Mr. Marier, recognized

as both an outstanding conductor and distinguished church musician, was
organist and choir director of St. Paul's before founding the

choir school.

Stockbridge
#=i|Chamber*~s Concerts
srrf
•*•.

JULY 15-AUGUST 19

X 5!W*^ ^B Sunda\ e\eninfis al Si. Paul'* Church
r ^.fc Momla\ <\cnini!> ;il roxlx.llou. !,nni\

s
s

K.I.I/ARKTII HACrNAH. Music Director

P.O. B..\ 164 Slockhriilpc. VIA. 01262
(13.298-3246

AHome
forAllSeasons.
That's Greylock Village. Whether you enjoy winter

skiing or summer sun, it's better in the Berkshires, and
best of all when you own a piece of Williamstown.
Greylock Village, in Williamstown, is the ultimate

condominium community, combining modern elegance
with the surroundings' natural beauty.

Visit us soon and see for yourself,

our 2 & 3 bedroom homes.

Greylock Village.

our home for all seasons.

Models open daily 10 to 6.

(413)458-3636

Greylock Village ww h2^5smbv!k
CONDOMINIUMS BRAMTRU MASSALXJSt ' l>
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Berkshire Music Center
1979 Fellowship Program

Violins

Katherine Akos, Highland Park, 111.

U.S. Components Incorporated Fellowship

Linda Baker, Cincinnati, Ohio

William & Mary Greve Foundation, Inc.

Fellowship

Mark Beaulieu, Beverly, Mass.

Tom Brokaw WCRB/BSO Fellowship

Craig Burket, Jamaica Plan, Mass.

Margaret Boyer Fellowship

Min-Jae Chay, Seoul, Korea

Boston Symphony Orchestra Fellowship

Paul Chou, Skaneateles, N.Y.

Leonard Bernstein Fellowship

Diane Cummings, Phoenix, Arizona

Boston Symphony Orchestra Fellowship

Karen Damerau, Denver, Col.

Mr. & Mrs. Max Delson Fellowship

David Dyer, Glen Head, N.Y.

Boston Symphony Orchestra Fellowship

Elizabeth Field, Lexington, Mass.

Jna & Eugene Schnell Fellowship

Isabel Haas, Lidingo, Sweden
Bradley Fellowship

Eiko Kato, Nagoya, Japan

Fellowship/Anonymous Donor

Takako Masame, Tokyo, Japan

Irene & David Bernstein Fellowship

Sally Mermelstein, Newton, Mass.

Fellowship/Anonymous Donor

Diane Nicholeris, Braintree, Mass.

Helen & Lester Sohin Fellowship

Victor Romanul, Brookline, Mass.

Dukakis -Dickson Family, WCRB/BSO
Fellowship

Carol Ruzicka, Cleveland, Ohio
Adams Super Markets Corporation Fellowship

Irene Sazer, Venice, Cal.

Kandell Fellowship

Sarah Sherry, Chevy Chase, Maryland

Stanley Chappie Fellowship

Siri Smedvig, Seattle, Wash.

Arthur Fiedler Fellowship

Kathleen Tesar, Parma, Ohio

Anna Gay Noe Fellowship

Melissa Thorley, Cedar City, Utah

Fromm Music Foundation Fellowship

Harvey Thurmer, Knoxville, Tenn.

Koussevitzky Music Foundation Fellowship

Harold Tracy, Denver, Col.

Dr. & Mrs. Alexander B. Russell Fellowship

Jerry Weiss, Ontario, Canada

Anna Sternberg Fellowship

Darrow White, Cleveland Heights, Ohio
Orleton Charitable Trust Fellowship

Gordon Wolfe, Newton Center, Mass.

Ada Holding Miller Fellowship

Violas

Pamela Askew, Houston, Texas

jane & William H. Ryan Fellowship

Cynthia Busch, Pittsburgh, Penn.

Berkshire Eagle Fellowship

Valentina Charlap, Monsey, N.Y.

Arthur M. Abell Fellowship

Richard Elegino, Carson, Cal.

Kimberly-Clark Foundation Fellowship

Pamela Geannelis, Bennington, Vermont
CD. Jackson Master Award Fellowship

Joyce Hansen, Chicago, 111.

Boston Symphony Orchestra Fellowship

Carrie Holzman, Los Angeles, Cal.

Mead Corporation Fellowship

Jan Karlin, Brookline, Mass.

Jason & Elizabeth Starr Fellowship

Amy Leventhal, Hartford, Conn.

Fromm Music Foundation Fellowship

Anne Lokken, Berkeley, Cal.

Boston Symphony Orchestra Fellowship

Timothy Mika, St. Louis, Missouri

Stephen & Persis Morris Fellowship

Steven Wedell, Boston, Mass.

Arthur Fiedler Financial Aid Fund Fellowship

Cellos

Laura Blustein, Santa Monica, Cal.

Fromm Music Foundation Fellowship

Phoebe Carrai, Wakefield, Mass.

Olga Koussevitzky Memorial Fellowship

Michael Curry, Westfield, N.J.

Dorothy & Montgomery Crane Fellowship

Katharine Knight, Chestnut Hill, Mass.

Marian Voorhees Buttenheim Fellowship

Samuel Magill, Columbia, Missouri

Aaron & Abby Schroeder Fellowship

Deborah Petty, Denton, Texas
Claudette Sorel Mu Phi Epsilon Fellowship

Rebecca Seiver, Villanova, Penn.

Koussevitzky Music Foundation Fellowship

Mark Simcox, Boston, Mass.

Fromm Music Foundation Fellowship
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Susan Stevens, Elmhurst, 111.

Harry & Mildred Remis Fellowship

Warren Weis, Palo Alto, Cal.

CD. Jackson Master Award Fellowship

Mathias Wexler, Gt. Barrington, Mass.

Berkshire Bank & Trust Company Fellowship

Basses

Robert Caplin, Canaan, N.Y.

Berkshire County Savings Bank Fellowship

Catherine Garrett, Milwaukee, Wis.

R. Amory Thorndike Fellowship

Theodore Grille, Farmington, N.Y.

Boston Symphony Orchestra Fellowship

Timothy Pitts, Simpsonville, S.C.

Leonard Bernstein Fellowship

Mikeal Price, Greensboro, N.C.

Boston Symphony Orchestra Fellowship

Robert Skavronski, North Versailles, Penn.

John & Susanne Grandin Fellowship

Tye Van Buren, Hendersonville, N.C.
Rosamond Sturgis Brooks Memorial Fellowship

Flutes

Robert Bush, Mountain City, Tenn.

John Major Nalle Fellowship

Linda Chesis, North Bergen, N.J.

Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation Fellowship

Susan Downey, Philadelphia, Penn.

Harry & Mildred Remis Fellowship

Iva Milch, Teaneck, N.J.

Mr. Peter Schweitzer Fellowship

Anna-Marina Wiedmer, Saratoga, Cal.

CD. Jackson Master Award Fellowship

Oboes
Valerie Edwards, Boston, Mass.

Frelinghuysen Foundation Fellowship

Andrea Ridilla, Latrobe, Penn.
Fromm Music Foundation Fellowship

Jennifer Sperry, Belvedere, Cal.

Augustus Thorndike Fellowship

Linda Strommen, Oconomowoc, Wis.

Red Lion Inn Fellowship

Deborah Workman, Ravenna, Ohio
Frieda & Samuel Strassler Fellowship

Clarinets

Laura Ardan, Lewiston, N.Y.
Union Federal Savings Fellowship

Laura Flax, New York, N.Y.
Fromm Music Foundation Fellowship

Laurel Hall, Muskegon, Michigan
U.S. Components Incorporated Fellowship

William Hudgins, Swarthmore, Penn.
Koussevitzky Music Foundation Fellowship

John Nishi, Berkeley, Cal.

Leo L. Beranek Fellowship

Bassoons
Karla Ekholm, San Francisco, Cal.

Boston Symphony Orchestra Fellowship

Lynn Gaubatz, Odessa, Texas

Leo Wasserman Foundation Fellowship

Timothy McGovern, Arlington Heights, 111.

Carlotta M. Dreyfus Fellowship

Atsuko Sato, Old Greenwich, Conn.
Mr. & Mrs. David B. Arnold, Jr. Fellowship

Lisa Storchheim, El Toro, Cal.

Koussevitzky Music Foundation Fellowship

Horns
Eric Achen, San Francisco, Cal.

CD. Jackson Master Award Fellowship

Jonathan Boen, Rockford, 111.

Seiji Ozawa Fellowship

Jonathan Levin, Jamaica Plain, Mass.

David & Lihby Casty Fellowship

Richard Sebring, Concord, Mass.

First Agricultural Bank Fellowship

Richard Todd, Placentia, Cal.

Fromm Music Foundation Fellowship

Jeff von der Schmidt, Monterey Park, Cal.

Boston Symphony Orchestra Fellowship

Trumpets
Justin Cohen, Williamsville, N.Y.

Armando A. Ghitalla Fellowship

Randell Croley, West Nyack, N.Y.

Selly A. Eiseman Memorial Fellowship

James Donato, Avon, Conn.
Frank Stanley Beveridge Foundation Inc.,

Fellowship

Dana Kemp, El Cerrito, Cal.

Fellowship/Anonymous Donor

Wynton Marsalis, New Orleans, Louisiana

Hodgkinson Fellowship

Trombones
Lawrence Isaacson, Hamilton, Ontario, Can.

David R. & Muriel K. Pokross Financial Aid Fund

Glenn Mayer, New Haven, Conn.
Boston Symphony Orchestra Fellowship

Donald Renshaw, Montreal, Quebec, Can.

Leonard Bernstein Fellowship

John D. Rojak, Stoneham, Mass.

Empire Brass Quintet Fellowship

Tuba
Mark Tetreault, Chelsea, Mass.

Boston Symphony Orchestra Fellowship

Percussion

Daniel Druckman, New York, N.Y.

Leonard Bernstein Fellowship

Dexter Dwight, Unadilla, N.Y.

Orleton Charitable Trust Fellowship
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James Gvvin, Salem, Mass.

Boston Symphony Orchestra Fellowship

Patrick McGinn, Mt. Clemens, Michigan

Boston Symphony Orchestra Fellowship

Akira Tana, Boston, Mass.

Boston Symphony Orchestra Fellowship

William Trigg, Brookhaven, N.Y.

Country Curtains Fellowship

Associate:

Harps

Toshimasa Mizukoshi,

Tokyo, Japan

Carrie Kourkoumelis, Seattle, Wash
Leonard Bernstein Fellowship

Sarah Schuster, Fairview, Penn.

Kathleen Hall Banks Fellowship

Keyboard

Brenda Landrum, Houston, Texas

Gina Bachauer Fellowship

Yolanda Liepa, Cincinnati, Ohio
Wulsin Fellowship

Julie Lustman, New York, N.Y.

The Hon. & Mrs. Peter J. B. Lavan Fellowship

Cynthia Peterson, Scarsdale, N.Y.

Wulsin Fellowship

Sally Pinkas, Tel-Aviv, Israel

Leonard Bernstein Fellowship

Judith Lynn Stillman, New York, N.Y.

Wulsin Fellowship

Eve Wolf, New York, N.Y.

Wulsin Fellowship



Conductors

Israel Edelson, Jerusalem, Israel

Koussevitzky Memorial Fellowship

Harry McTerry, Detroit, Michigan

Dmitri Mitropoulos Fellowship

Carl Roskott, Greensboro, N.C.

Leonard Bernstein Fellowship

Vocal Fellows

Halbert Blair, Enka, N.C.

Emil Friedlander Memorial Fellowship

Mimmi Fulmer, Ithaca, N.Y.

High Fidelity/Musical America Fellowship

David Hamilton, Tulsa, OK.
Hannah & Leonard Stone Foundation Fellowship

Ruth Jacobson, Duluth, Minn.

Fromm Music Foundation Fellowship

Keith Kibler, Boston, Mass.

Lee Savings Bank Fellowship

Rodney Miller, New York, N.Y.

Stuart Haupt Fellowship

Renee Santer, North Hollywood, Cal.

Stella H. Triest Memorial Fellowship

Yvette Vanterpool, Bronx, N.Y.

Leonard Bernstein Fellowship

Gloria Wagoner, Bangor, Maine

Seven Hills Fellowship

Rickie Weiner, New York, N.Y.

Stanley Chappie Fellowship

Diane Willis, Lakeland, Florida

Berkshire Life Insurance Co. & Berkshire

Hilton Inn Fellowship

Associates: Robert Osborne, New York, N.Y.

David Ripley, Somerville, Mass.

Cynthia Rose, New York City

Mark Stingley, Salina, Kansas

Vocal Coaches

Martin Amlin, Dallas, Texas

Felicia Montealegre Fellowship

William Jones, New York, N.Y.

Asher J. Shuffer Memorial Fellowship

Associate: Gretchen Saathoff, Amherst, Mass.

Composers
Daniel Asia, Seattle, Wash.

ASCAP/Rudolf-Nissim Fellowship

Robert Carl, Atlanta, Georgia

Fromm Music Foundation Fellowship

Jay Gach, Northport, N.Y.

Bruno Maderna Fellowship

Mark Gustavson, Arlington Heights, III.

Leonard Bernstein Fellowship

Stephen Jaffe, Philadelphia, Penn.

Margaret Lee Crofts Fellowship

John Lennon, Knoxville, Tenn.

Margaret Lee Crofts Fellowship

Peter Lopez, Richmond, Cal.

Avery Claflin Memorial Fellowship

Nicholas Thorne, Marshfield, Vermont
Nikos Skalkottas Fellowship

Mtt'Ktf

Official Photographer

Tanglewood

Original Photographs, Conductors,

Soloists and Orchestra

Open by Appointment

(413) 298-3651 - Stockbridge

The BERKSHIRE MUSIC CENTER is also

supported in part through a generous grant

from the National Endowment for the Arts

in Washington, D.C., a Federal agency

created by Act of Congress in 1965.

The BERKSHIRE MUSIC CENTER grate-

fully acknowledges the support provided

the Boston Symphony Orcherstra at Tangle-

wood by American Telephone & Telegraph

as part of the "Bell System American Or-

chestras on Tour" program.

The BERKSHIRE MUSIC CENTER ac-

knowledges with gratitude the generosity

of Acoustic Research, New Acoustic Di-

mension, and Willi Studer, Inc., who pro-

vided recording equipment for the 1979

session.
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We are grateful to the Berkshire County area businesses listed

below for giving generously to help support Tanglewood
and the Berkshire Music Center.

Business Contributions

& Pledges

Carl V. Bradford, Jr.

Berkshire Corporate Chairman

*P*

Adams Laundry & Dry
Cleaning

Adams Super Markets
Corporation

AKC Fund
Arcadian Shop
Argil Electronics, Ltd.

Arnold Print Works
John J. Astore

ASCAP
Astro Beef Company, Inc.

Bardwell, D'Angelo, Bowlby
Insurance Company

Ben's Shop
Berkmatics, Inc.

Berkshire Aviation

Enterprises, Inc.

Berkshire Bank & Trust

Berkshire Broadcasting

Company
Berkshire County Agency
Berkshire County Savings

Bank
Berkshire Eagle

Berkshire Frosted Foods

Berkshire Gas Company
Berkshire Hardware
Berkshire Hills Regional

School District

Berkshire Hilton Inn

Berkshire Life Insurance

Company
Berkshire Plate Glass

Company
Berkshire Press, Inc.

Berkshire Traveller Press

Bermuda Pools Dealer

Besse-Clarke, Inc.

Bland Electric Supply

Company
The Bookstore

Boosey & Hawkes, Inc.

C.T. Brigham Company
Brothership Clothing

Butler Wholesale Products,

Inc.

Butternut Basin

Cain, Hibbard & Myers
E. Caligari & Son, Inc.

Camp Mahkeenac

Canaan National Bank
Candlelight Inn

Carr Hardware & Supply
Company, Inc.

The Charles Webb Company
City Savings Bank
Clark-Aiken Company
Colt Insurance Agency
Country Curtains, Inc.

Crane & Company
Crazy Horse Gift Shop
Crescent Creamery, Inc.

D.E. Dapson Optician, Inc.

Davis and Norton, Inc.

Dee's Department Store

Dettinger Lumber Company,
Inc.

Different Drummer
Doherty & Stuart

Dresser-Hull Company
East Lee Steak House
Eaton Paper Company
Edgewood Motor Inn

Elise Farar, Inc.

Ella Lerner Gallery

Evergreen Realty

Exeter New Hampshire
Dental Laboratory, Inc.

The Fairfield Inn

First Agricultural Bank
First Albany Corporation

Folklorica

Frank Stanley Beveridge

Foundation
Friendly Ice Cream
Corporation

Gateways Inn, Inc.

General Electric Company
J. Gerber & Company,Inc.
Giftos Brothers, Inc.

Girardi Distributors, Inc.

The Golub Corporation

Hellawell Cadillac

-

Oldsmobile, Inc.

Heritage Concert Society

High Fidelity/Musical

America Magazine
High Point Paper Box Sales

Corporation
Hillcrest Hospital

Hoff's Mobil Station

Inertia Switch, Inc.

Interior Design
ITAM Lodge #564
H.A. Johansson, Inc.

Judith Finell Music Services

Inc.

Edward B. Karam Insurance

Agency, Inc.

Kay- Bee Toy & Hobby
Shops, Inc.

Kelly-Dietrich, Inc.

Kidder Peabody & Company
Inc.

Kimberly-Clark Foundation, In<

William T. Lahart & Son
Laurel Hill Motel
Lee Audio Company
Lee Lime Corporation

Lee Savings Bank
The Lemon Tree

Lenox National Bank
Lenox Savings Bank
Loeb's Foodtown
The Luau Hale Restaurant

McClelland Drug Store

McCormick & Toole

Insurance Agency
McGraw- Edison

Massachusetts Purchasing

Group
James H. Maxymillian, Inc.

The Mead Corporation

Mill On The Floss

Mohawk Beverages, Inc.

Morgan-Grampian
Publishing Company

Nat Krate Company, Inc.

National Commercial Bank &
Trust Company

New England Telephone &
Telegraph

North Adams Hoosac Savings

Bank
O'Connell Chevrolet, Inc.

CM.. Offray & Son, Inc.

The Old Corner House
Pete's Chrysler Plymouth
Petricca Construction

Company
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Pilgrim Motor Inn

Pittsfield Co-operative Bank
Pittsfield National Bank
Pittsfield Supply Company
Price Chopper
Quincy Lodge

The Record Store

The Red Lion Inn

Research & Action, Inc.

The Restaurant

Reynolds, Barnes & Hebb,

Inc.

A.H. Rice & Company
Riegel Textile Corporation

Donald O. Ruffer, Inc.

Samel's Deli

Seel Enterprises Limited

Seven Arts Antiques

Seven Hills

Sheaffer Eaton Textron
W.H. Shedd & Son, Inc.

The Shire Shop
Sprague Electric Company
S.S. Pierce Company
Steven's World of Carpets
Stevenson & Company, Inc.

Stockbridge Chamber of

Commerce
Stockbridge Gulf Station

The Talbots, Inc.

Tanglewood Motor Inn

Town & Country Motor
Lodge

Union Federal Savings Bank
U.S. Components, Inc.

Vega Capital Corporation
The Village Inn

WBEC Inc.

WCRB Boston
West Stockbridge

Enterprises, Inc.

Wheatleigh

Wheeler's Package Store

Whistlers Inn

Williamstown National Bank
Wohrle's Inc.

Yamato House
Yankee Motor Lodge
Yellow Aster, Inc.

The preceding are contributors whose gifts were received prior to the

printing deadline date.

CHESTEF^QDD
STOCKBRIDGE

Summer Estate of

DANIEL CHESTER FRENCH

Sculptor of the

Lincoln Memorial

Studio, Residence, Barn

Sculpture Gallery, Period

Garden, Nature Trail

Daily 10-5
May - October

off Rte. 183, Glendale

a property of

the National Trust for Historic Preservation

Berkshire
Theatre Festival
Stockbridge, Massachusetts 01262

• ••*•••••••••••'•••
In the Playhouse

The Petrified Forest
by Robert Sherwood / June 30- July 15

The Butter and Egg Man
by George S. Kaufman / July 18-29

>1&
The Rose Tattoo

by Tennessee Williams / August 1-12

Carnival
Music ck Lyrics by Rob Merrill

Book by Michael Stewart / Aug IS— 26

a^Plus^W
Musical Surprises in the Unicorn Theatre

July 10- August 26
New Barn Theatre Company

July 1 1- August 26
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Tomorrow, enjoy another
art form and "glowing"

performance

The art form? Esthetics, the practice

of skin health care. The perform-
ance? Your skins', after an
ELIZABETH GRADY facial

treatment.

A deep pore facial cleansing that will

leave your skin truly clean, revital-

ized and radiant with the "Grady
Glow" of good health. And a

masterful massage and rejuvenating

mask that will leave you feeling

relaxed, refreshed, and just plain

good all over.

The enjoyment? Obvious.

Complimentary Consultation and
Skin Analysis for Men and Women,
by Graduate Estheticians Only.

ELIZ4BE1H
GB4DY

^
k
FACE FIRST /

39 Newbury Street

Boston 536-4447

200 Boylston Street

Chestnut Hill 964-6470

Esthetics School

20 Newbury Street

Boston 266-8465

PLIMOTH
PLANTATION
THE LIVING MUSEUM of

iith CENTURY PLYMOUTH

v

({Mayfloweru
i6rj ^ilgrinu Villages

OPEN THROUGH NOVEMBER

/
sssssssssssssssssssssssssss

HANCOCK SHAKER
VILLAGE

Original 18tn VJentury

Kestored Village

Open Jailj 9:30 - 5:00

Adults $3.50 Children $1.00

Farmers rlarket & Picnic Aug. 4

Annual Kitchen rYstival and

World s People s Dinners

Aug. 5 thru Aug. 11

Reservations Only
Route 20 Five Miles West

of Pittsfield, Mass.

Forty-Nine Acres
opposite main gate or Tanglewood

spectacular views - hillside G pastures

2 magnificent building sites

750 feet of road frontage on

undermountain road.

Available at $77,500.

Terms available.

Call AAr. Elman at (413) 528-4471

on weekends

or at (212) 371-1380 on weekdays
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We sincerely thank the following individuals who have made
gifts of $250 or more to the Boston Symphony Orchestra as a

Friend of Tanglewood during the 1978-79 fiscal year.[Joseph M. Hobbs
Director of Development

Colonel & Mrs.

William M. Adams
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert Apfel

Mr. & Mrs. Robert Arnow
Mr. Richard H. Baer

Miss Gladys A. Bardey

Mr. & Mrs. Robert W. Barrett

Mr. Kevin J. Brennan
Mr. Johns H. Congdon
Mr. & Mrs.

Frederick Crane, Jr.

Mr. & Mrs. James S. Deely

Mr. James Di Christofaro

Mr. & Mrs. Monroe England

Mr. & Mrs. Carl G. Ericson

Mr. Giraud van N. Foster

Mr. & Mrs. James Garivaltis

Mrs. Thayer Gilpatric

Mr. & Mrs. Haskell Gordon

Mr. William R. Harris

Mr. Elwood W. Hill

Mr. & Mrs.

Amory Houghton, Jr.

Mr. & Mrs.

Richard M. Howland
Mr. & Mrs. Robert James
Dr. & Mrs. I.W. Jones

Miss Mildred A Leinbach

Mr. Gregor J. Leinsdorf

Mr. Roger B. Leland

Mr. Theodore Ley
Dr. & Mrs. Richard Marcure
Mr. & Mrs. Alan L. Model
Mr. & Mrs.

James E. Mortensen
Mrs. Will Pruessman
Mr. & Mrs. M.H. Pryor, Jr.

Mr. Gordon S. Reid

Miss Hope Reid

Mrs. Melinda Romon
Dr. J. A. Salzmann
Mr. & Mrs.

Raymond H. Schneider

Mr. Richard P. Seelig

Mr. & Mrs. William A. Selke

Mr. M.J. Shuman
Mr. William L. Sidney

Mr. Harris E. Stone

Dr. & Mrs. Edgar B. Taft

Mr. & Mrs. James Thomas
Dr. & Mrs.

Robert W. Tilney, Jr.

Mr. & Mrs. Neal W. Welch
Mr. Donald D. White
Mr. & Mrs. Edward G. Wilson

The Berkshire Music Center Fellowship listing will be included in the Berkshire Music

Center catalog printed in the fall.

IOLLCW
FOR OPENERS a gracious and leisurely dinner

as an overture to the performance. Enjoy
the New England cuisine served in the

classic setting of an historic Vanderbilt estate.

COMPLETE THE EVENING with pianist- vocalist
Ed Linderman, drinks in the Hunt's End Lounge,

pastry, and a fine selection

of after-dinner beverages. A
lovely ending on just

the right note.

FOR RESERVATIONS

|H From Lenox, south on Rte. 7A to Rte. 7, then right at light (7 South), 1/2 mile to Foxhollow entrance on left.

Up 1/2 mile driveway to main house of estate.
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TAYLOR,
Americas best lovedpremium Champagne.

The Taylor Wine Company, Inc., Hammondsport, N.Y. 14840 - Producers of
fine champagnes, ports, sherries, dinner wines and vermouths.



m
MB

Armando Ghitalla

FAREWELL AND THANKS

Two members of the Boston Symphony will

leave the Orchestra at the conclusion of the

1979 Tanglewood season. They are Armando
Ghitalla, principal trumpet, who has been with

the Orchestra since 1951, and violinist Roger

Shermont, a member of the Orchestra

since 1950.

Roger Shermont
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COMING CONCERTS

Thursday, 23 August at 8:30

.MALCOLM FRAGER, piano

Music of Mozart, Beethoven, Schumann,
Brahms, and Liszt

Friday, 24 August at 7

(Weekend Prelude)

Members of the

NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC

Music of Telemann, Stravinsky, and
Mendelssohn

Friday, 24 August at 9

NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC
ZUBIN MEHTA, conductor

MONTSERRAT CABALLE, soprano

SCHUBERT
Symphony No. 5 in B flat

STRAUSS
Four Last Songs

SCHUBERT
Symphony No. 8 in B minor, Unfinished

STRAUSS
Final scene from Salome

Saturday, 25 August at 8:30

NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC
ZUBIN MEHTA, conductor

MOZART
Symphony No. 40 in G minor, K.550

MAHLER
Symphony No. 5 in C sharp minor

Sunday, 26 August at 2:30

NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC
ZUBIN MEHTA, conductor

LEONA MITCHELL, soprano

JENNIFER JONES, mezzo-soprano
SETH McCOY, tenor

PAUL PLISHKA, bass-baritone

TANGLEWOOD FESTIVAL CHORUS,
JOHN OLIVER, conductor

BEETHOVEN
Symphony No. 9 in D minor

Before you step out

for an evening,

step in for an hour . . .

. . . into the place for healthy, glowing
skin ... Elizabeth Grady/Face First.

... for an hour's deep porecleansing, skin

stimulating facial treatment that will leave
your complexion as lovely as the rest of

your appearance, next time you step out.

Ask for a free professional consultation

and skin analysis by one of our more
than twenty graduate estheticians.

Ask too, about customized make-up
design to enhance the beautiful skin

you're in. And about individually created
programs for homecare cleansing, to

keep it that way.

EU2HBE1H
' GR4DY .

l

k FACE FIRST
'

39 Newbury Street

Boston 536-4447

200 Boyls'ton Street

Chestnut Hill 964-6470

Esthetics School
20 Newbury Street

Boston 266-8465
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Join the
Club!

hi
#11 til

Enjoy our monthly Program Guide
Write or phone for membership

application form

WAMC
Albany Medical College

Albany, New York 12208
518/ 445-5306

The Executive Committee

Tanglewood Council of the

Boston Symphony Orchestra

Mrs. Kelton M. Burbank

Mr. John Kittredge
Co-Chairmen

Mrs. Arthur Aronoff
Receptions

Mrs. Samuel Boxer
Fellowship Students

Mr. Carl V. Bradford
Business

Mr. Curtis Buttenheim
Nominating Committee

Mrs. Frederick G. Crane, Jr.

Talks & Walks

Mr. Joseph Duffy
Sales & Information

Mrs. John H. Fitzpatrick

Musical Marathon Coordinator

Mrs. James G. Garivaltis

Nominating Committee

Mr. Richard S. Jackson, Jr.

Public Relations

Mrs. Richard S. Jackson, Sr.

Talks & Walks

Mrs. John Kittredge

Tanglewood/Boston Liaison

Mr. Colin MacFayden
Secretary/Treasurer

Mrs. Richard Marcure
Tent

Mrs. Jeanne Massimiano
Sales & Information

Mrs. J. Barrett Mclnerney
Benefits

Mrs. J. David Poutasse
Benefits

Mrs. William H. Ryan
Student Affairs

Mrs. George Lee Sargent

Boston /Tanglewood Liaison

Mrs. Peter J. Sprague
^ Student Affairs

Mrs. Desmond Tivy

Tent, Tea & Coffee
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THE BEST BUY IN
THE I*

Membership in the Friends of Music
at Tanglewood provides you

with many exciting opportunities
and privileges all year long.

Basic Friends' memberships are $25 per individual/$35

per family (immediate family only).

'FRIEND
$25/$35

DONOR
$50

CONTRIBUTOR
$100

SPONSOR
$150

ASSOCIATE
$250

PATRON
$500

Friends of Tanglewood are cordially invited to

attend over 40 concerts and recitals presented
each summer by the students of the Berkshire

Music Center, and to special Friends concerts.

Friends may also participate in the popular
Tanglewood Walks and Talks series, and will

receive a subscription to BSO, the Boston
Symphony's newsletter.

In addition to the above benefits, Donors will

receive program information and a priority ticket

application before the public sale of concert
seats.

The Tanglewood Tent, available for the use of

Contributors, provides a hospitable gathering

place where food and drink may be purchased on
concert days. Hot buffet dinners are served on
Saturday evenings. Contributors also receive the

benefits of Donor Membership.

Two convenient parking areas are reserved for

Sponsor members. Sponsors receive all of the

benefits of Contributor membership as well.

Associate members may audit selected

Listening and Analysis classes at the Berkshire

Music Center, and are entitled to all of the

benefits of Sponsor membeship.

Patrons will be acknowledged in the

Tanglewood program. They will also be invited

to a conductor's reception at Seranak, the

Koussevitzky estate, and will receive all of the

benefits of Associate membership.
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GUARANTOR
$1,000

BENEFACTOR
$2,000

Guarantors will be invited to a gala dinner at

Seranak, and will receive all of the benefits of

Patron membership.

Benefactors will attend a gala dinner with the

guest artist, management and principals of the

Boston Symphony Orchestra, and will receive all

of the benefits of the other membership
categories described above.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO FRIENDS-AM contributions of any size will be
matched by American Telephone & Telegraph up to a total of $150,000.
In other words, your gift made now will be doubled.

BERKSHIRE MUSIC CENTER FELLOWSHIP—
An Important Opportunity

Many Friends of Tanglewood want to help the Berkshire Music
Center provide scholarship support for promising musicians. Your
gift of $500 may be designated to be restricted for the Center's

Fellowship program. Gifts of $1,000 provide one-half the cost of a

Fellowship in the eight-week study session; a gift of $2,000

supports a full Fellowship to be awarded in the name of the donor,

or to honor a family member or friend if the donor so wishes.

Become a Friend of Tanglewood. Inquire at our Friends Office,

here at Tanglewood (right next to the box office).

Friends Office Open:
Monday 10-6

Tues. to Sat. 10-9

Sunday 10-5

Or mail check with name,
address and city to:

Friends Office

Tanglewood
Lenox, MA 01240
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"A GIANT OF A PLAY!"
- CLIVE BARNES. N.Y. Post

; liliii

BEST PLAY OF 1979
:u7ayi]m;iolmal

CRITICS' CIRCLE AWARD

J ttok /my kbU. (4 Ac 6<4

UcajllU Ct u Ac lull at'oh&unA-

THE
ELEPHANT

PHONE RESERVATIONS ON MAJOR
CREDIT CARDS: (212) 246-5969

TICKETRON: (212) 977-9020

GROUP SALES: (212) 221 3551

BOOTH THEATRE
45th Street West of Broadway, N.Y.C.

®TRADING POST

Leather! Leather! Leather!
| CLIP AND REDEEM AT DEERSKIN 1

10% off
any purchase at

Deerskin,
the No. 1

Leather Store.
Everything in Leather, Fashions,

Accessories, Footwear.

When you visit our

Deerskin store in Lenox,

bring this ad with you.

We'll deduct 10% from the

total amount of your purchase.

Discount does not apply to sale merchandise.

Coupon good thru Oct. 1, 1979.

Danvers • Pembroke • Framingham • Lenox

OjDEERSKIN
<CV TRADING POST
615 Pittsfield-Lenox Road (Rte. 20) Lenox, Mass.
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Remember, you haven't seen the Berkshires if you haven't seen JENIFER HOUSE! 

gidirectiverita, 	.4wentiteie, 

and 4-aeularta 4a4AiI9/114 

1cteica4 Milroy . . . wiaciaiQ ithly 

A complete source for China, Glass, Dinnerware, Clocks, Candles, 
Lamps, Lighting Fixtures, Baskets & Pottery, Woodenware, Pewter, 
Brass & Copper, Door Stops, Hitching Posts, Weathervanes, Braided & 
Hooked Rugs, Woven Coverlets, Place Mats & Table Linens, Gourmet 
Cookware, Colonial Hardware, Franklin Stoves, Andirons & Fireplace 
Equipment, Pictures, Wall Hangings, Mechanical Banks, Unique 
Toys, Exciting Imports, Decorative Accessories, Documentary Fabrics 
& Wallpapers, Upholstered & Early American Furniture, Authorized 
"Colonial Williamsburg" and "Museum Collection" Reproductions, 
Authentic Americana and distinctive Country Clothes 

FABULOUS FASHIONS 
& FABRICS 

FINE FURNITURE 

OPEN 
EVERY DAY 
Daily 9-5:30 
Sundays 10-5 

CHOOSE FROM OVER 
30,000 ITEMS 

Recapture Yesteryear's Yankee Nostalgia at 

Seth & jed's Country Store 
Berkshire Headquarters for all of 
McArthur's Smokehouse Staples 

Gourmet Foods 
Papeteries Finest Soaps 

Home Baked Goods 
Maple Products 

Aged Cheddar Cheese 
Our Famous 	Fresh Ground 

Ginger Molasses Cookies 	Peanut Butter 

II V 

Coffee 
Tea 

Honey 

NEW 
SHIPMENTS 
WEEKLY 

Old Fashioned Candy 
Jams and Jellies 

Imported Delicacies 
Herbs and Spices 	Apothecary Jars Miniatures 

Preserves Water Driven Stone Ground Flour 

Aunt 'Abigail's Attic 3111 	 ...6 " — 	— EXCLUSIVE COUNTRY CLOTHES 

Cfet Cum 

exe,k,f/s6f2e qe4iy/n4 

NEW YORKER. 

JJILL 
 LTD. 

*IF Ongoing Clearance ** 
”nnEtirytttE 'MAI!! 

VISIT OUR 

FASHION BARGAIN BARN 
DISPLAYING 

iieoltialtted retietioy YfyieJ 

50% OFF & MORE 

New 	England's Americana  ^tarketplaae `off 
GREAT BARRINGTON, MASS. 

In the Big Red Barns on Stockbridge Road, Route 7 
1 Mile North of Great Barrington Telephone 413-528-1500 

As featured 
weekly in 

by 
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PasteneWine& Food, 
Somerville, MA 02143. 
Good food.Good wine. 
Since 1874. 


